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Between U.S., Soviets

Defense plan results
in verbal exchange
WASHINGTON i AP) - President Reagan's call for a new
missile defense system has touched off a verbal exchange between
the two superpowers. with Soviet
leader Yuri V. Andropov accusing
Reagan of lying and the United
States charging that Moscow is
distorting the truth.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger entered the fray Sunday, calling Andropov's attack
"the simple standard Soviet disinformation that has been poured
out for years."
"We regret the tone and content
of Soviet Communist Party
Leilder Andropov's response to
the president's speech on defense
policy," the State Department
said over the weekend.
Andropov, in an interview for
the Communist newspaper Pravda published Sunday,said Reagan
told a "deliberate lie" in asserting
that the Soviets have not kept to a
moratorium on deploying
medium-range nuclear missiles.
The Soviet leader also said
Reagan's proposed missile
defense was part of an "extremely
perilous" strategy that laymen
might find "attractive as the
president speaks about what seem
to be defensive measures."
"In fact, the strategic offensive
forces of the United States will
continue to be developed .and
upgraded at full tilt arid along
quite a definite line at ... acquiring
a first nuclear strike capability,"
Andropov said.
Reagan outlined his missile
defense strategy, and defended
his proposed $1.7 trillion defense
budget, in a nationally televised
address last Wednesday.

Weinberger defended the proposals m an appearance on NBC%
"Meet the Press" Sunday
"The defensive systems the
president is talking about are not
designed to be partial. What we
want to try to get is a system that
will develop a defense that is
thoroughly reliable and total."
Weinberger said.
"I would hope and assume that
the Soviets, with all the work they
have done and are doing in this
field, would develop at about the
same time we did the same kind of
effective defense," Weinberger
said, "which would then have the
effect of totally and completely
removing these missiles from the
Earth."
In his speech. Reagan asked the
American public to lobby for his
defense program. "Tell your
senators and congressmen that
you know we must continue to
restore our military strength,"
the president urged viewers.
His appeal was too late in the
House. A half-hour before the
speech, the House approved a
fiscal 1984 budget blueprint that
calls for boosting Pentagon spending by 4 percent after inflation,
compared with the 10 percent increase Reagan had sought.
The fight now moves to the
Senate, where the Budget Committee agreed to a White House request to delay voting on a Pentagon figure until after the current
Easter recess.
While the Senate panel, and
eventually the entire Senate. is expected to approve higher defense
spending than the House, the
figure is likely to be an increase of
no more than Sot 6 percent.

SECOND IN TIFF'.
STATE
The t'alloway
County High School
Junior Varsits Speech
Team placed second in
the Seventh Annual
Junior Division State
Tournament held at the
University. of Kentucky in
Lexington this weekend
The Laker team was 16
points short of the %UM
mg team of FranklinSimpson who scored 144
in the tournament Murray High Si hool Junior
Varsits placed third in
the- biuratitent with ;4
points

Calloway second, Murray third

Local high schools place in JV speech meet
Junior varsity speech teams from Calloway
County High School and Murray High School
placed second and third. respectively, in the
Seventh Annual Junior Division State Tournament held at the University of Kentucky. 1.exington
The Laker speech team, which qualified 20
entries for the state tournament. advanced
nine competitors to the final round but came
up 16 points short for a runner-up position to
Franklin-Simpson who qualified 26 entries for
the state tournament finished with 104
sweepstakes points. Murray High totalled 74
points.
The Calloway County Middle School also
competed in the state tourney placing sixth
out of 60 schools in the state
Kelli Burkeen advanced to the final round in
public speaking and placed third in the state
Wendy Parker was given special recognition

y arsity
to ret erring the tolliNt.4I1,11111.:
speech member award
Individuals advancing to the final round for
CCHS .1 V were Tons Johnston broadcasting
e. Beth Woodall
JP.11111.` Darnell and Jodi
and .1111 Rowland, duet acting. Fun Weather
fiord. extemporaneous speaking Jeanne
Darnell. interpretation of literature I isa
Maltby. poetry: Marcia Ford. pr4oSe lim
Weatherford, public speaking aril Mark
P • 1'ool. story telling
!Aker speech team members plao ing iiithe
state were Weatherford. first. extein
poraneous speaking 1 iarnell first inter',reta
lion of literature. Woodall and )(toe land st•
and Weatherford Ne. ond.
l'Oillt duet acting
public stwaking

extend praise- tic the Junior high ti..itit
.lot
..itc it' uarilinv pertorman,,
1 hc t'Hs ,..arsity %pee, h team %% ill defen.l
its ...tat.. title April 2? 2.1 :it the Univermt‘ or
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Indis phials who pia. cd tor %by ras !h igh
ss et r
Ileathet 1 Las le first. poen s interpretation
clat land se, ori.I dr.attiatit Intel
s Smith third slot stell
pretation and
ing
r.t. Atter -duderits qualified tor the filial
1110 10.1.re Ja, kit'
lioet.• poen% I ...tiara Cella. dramath inter
pretation Nan. s Smith dratnati, interpreta
trot: Beth iIc.c prose interpretation arid
I re I l!ei. I so-, •stri,telliliK
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named to Journalism Hall of Fame
Carter
Snowstorm pushes east

By The Associated Press
A snowstorm that buried parts
of the Midwest under as much as 2
feet of snow pushed into the Northeast today, spreading a variety
of wintry weather from Pennsylvania through New England.
Up to 17 inches of snow fell in the
mountains of Vermont, New
Hampshire and Maine. while 5 to 7
inches was spread over the
valleys and in the Adirondacks of
upstate New York. Freezing drizzle iced the central Pennsylvania
mountains.
The wet, heavy snow caused
scattered power outages. Dense
fog reduced visibility to near zero
in eastern Pennsylvania.
Gale warnings were posted
along the New England coast from
Rhode Island to Maine.
To the south, the snow changed
to rain, prompting fears of flash
flooding in New Jersey and
southeastern New York state,
where up to 2 inches fell in 24
hours at White Plains, N.Y.
The weekend snowstorm had
been expected to strike hard at the
Midwest, but instead most of its
fury was focused on the Plains,
with Nebraska and Iowa particularly hard hit.
Three deaths were caused by
the storm Friday and Saturday.
Parts of Iowa got up to 17 inches
of wet heavy snow in the storm
that began Friday night and moved eastward, coating highways
and causing power outages when
snow and ice coated power lines.
Des Moines Airport, which closed about 5 p.m. Saturday, reopened about 830 a.m Sunday after
crews worked through the night to
clear 8 inches of snow from the
runway.
In Boone County, northwest of
Des Moines, police were patrolling the streets on snowmobiles
Sunday, riding through drifts of 11
inches.
Palm Sunday church services
were canceled in some areas, and

Social Security rep
changes visit day
Julie Ivy, field representative
for the Social Security office in
Mayfield, has announced that the
day of her visit to Calloway County has been changed from
Wednesday to Tuesday.
Ivy has been assisting people
with Social Security question and
concerns on Wednesdays at the
Calloway County Court House.
She now visits the county from
10 a.m. to noon on Tuesday on the
first floor of the District Court Annes located on S. 4th Street.

Iowa State University in Ames
canceled classes for today
Truck stops and motels along interstates were reported busy as
drivers heeded warnings against
travel. Employees of one truck
stop east of Des Moines reported
about 160 trucks parked in the lot,
which normally is home to far
fewer.

A Murray native is among right
people recently named to the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Faille
John Mack Carter, a graduate
of Murray State Universit , was
named to The Hall of Fame which
was established in 1981 by the
University of Kentucky Journalism Alumni Association. He is
presently editor-in-chief of Good
Housekeeping magazine anti

Kentuckians urged
to obtain calling cards
Kentuckians who make long
distance calls from coin
telephones and charge them to
third numbers may want to make
sure they have a Bell System Calling Card by April 1.
That's when South Central Bell
begins requiring approval for
such calls. The operator will dial
the third number before completing the call. If the third party
refuses the charges, or if the
for
number cannot be reached
any reason — the call will not be
completed. The new rules also apply when callers bill their own
numbers.
"This change will protect people
from being billed for calls they
don't want charged to their
number," said Marvin Orgill,
district manager for Bell.
Operators now complete thirdnumber calls without approval.
but are telling customers that approval will be required after April

1. "k'olks who need to make long
distance calls from coin phones
still have several ways to pay for
them," Orgill said. "You can call
collect, carry enough change to
pay for the calls, or most convenient of all charge calls to a Bell
System Calling Card, a telephone
credit card.
•'With a Calling Card, people
charge long-distance calls to their
home or office number," he said
"It's the cheapest way to call long
distance when you can't dial
direct, and the card is free, with
no monthly service charge "
Orgill said Calling Cards may
be obtained by calling a South
Central service representative
The number is in the front of the.
phone book, on the page titled,
"How to Reach Us at South Central Bell "

Conviction
Parks announce left intact
operating dates
FRANKFORT — The state
Department of Parks has announced 198344 winter operating
dates for the state's 15 resort
parks.
As with the 1982-83 season,
General Butler State Resort Park
will remain open year round and
Buckhorn Lake will close Oct. 31
and reopen April 1, 1914. Seven
resort parks will operate four to II
weeks longer next winter, while
the operating dates of six parks
will be decreased by four weeks.
Here is the schedule:
Close Dec. 23, 1983 — Open Dec.
21. 1114 -- Kentucky Dam Village,
Lake Barkley.
1983 — Open Feb.
Close Dec.
3, 1984 — Kenlake.
Close Oct. 31, 1913— Open April
1,— 19114 Buckhorn.
Open Year Round — General
Butler

23.

The
WASHINGTON API
Supreme Court today left intact
the murder conviction of
Mississippi death row inmate
Kenneth Wheat, whose lawyers
say he was mentally incompetent
to stand trial.
The justices turned away
arguments that the trial judge
who presided over the 1980
murder trial did not properly investigate Wheat's competency.
Wheat was convicted of the 1980
slayings of Joseph and Teresa
Mayer, a young couple from
Paducah. Ky., honeymooning in
Gulfport. Miss.
He was sentenced to die in the
gas chamber for Mayer's murder.
and sentenced to life in prison for
killing Mrs. Mayer.
The couple's execution-style
murder - both were shot in the
back of the head after their hands
apand feet had been bound
parently occurred two days after
their wedding.

director of new magazine tievel.qr
ment for the liearst Corp
Others named to the Hall of
Fame are
• Henry c ard. former publisher
The Paducah Sun, and a 1967
Democratic nominee for governor, losing in the general election
to Republican I AIMS H Nunn
• J fi Faulconer. former 1,t'
mgton radio sportscaster who
established a regional sports network for University of Kentucky
basketball and football gaille%
• A Ii Guthrie, a Pulitier Prize
winning novelist and former es
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• Arthur Kr oek mi t t% v
Glasgtiv.. hii is the only per soli t..
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Pt I/I"
, .111d
a special Pulitier for outstandine,
err iii. hided
reporting his
editor-in-duct of The I Amisville
Times and heail ot The Net+. York
Times Washingt4in bureau He
died in 1974
• Victor 14 l'ortmann. who 5'..1"
journalism professor at UK. for
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Clark's wife feels 'proud' of husband
By CAROLNANNINGA
Associated Press Writer
FEDERAL WAY. Wash AP
Barney Clark's wife says her
husband seldom was without pain
after receiving his permanent artificial heart but in the end, he accomplished what he wanted to accomplish
Never,
"He never gave up
ever in my presence did I hear a
negative word from him I am
very, very proud of him," said
Una Loy Clark, 61. about her hus-

cloudy, cool
Today mostly cloudy and
cool Highs near 45 degrees.
Chilly west to northwest winds
10 to 20mph Tonight gradual
cleanng and cold Lows in the
upper 20s Diminishing winds
Tuesday sunny with a high in
the lower 50s
LAKE LEVEI.S
354 6
Lake Barkley
354 5
Kentucky Lake

today's index
One Section-- 14 Pages
12,13
Classifieds
12
Comics ...
.1
Crosswords
.6
Dear Abby
6
Horoscope
4,5,6
Today .
Murray.
14
Obituaries .
3
Perspective.
10,11
Sports

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not.
received their home delivered
copy of Tbe Money ledge. & Times
by 5 30 p m Monday Friday or
by 3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to coil 753.1916 between 5:30
p.o. and 6 p.m., Newby Wire* Fn.
MY. sr 3:31 p.. aW 4 p.m. War -
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wanted to be part of an re
perience that would be beneficial
Ii, others tt hi, had carditanyirpatto, and other heart
diseases.'' she said
"I will tell the next patient Hie
would tell tht•in tic
heart works
go for it.- Mrs (*lark said
For herself. Mrs Clark said. slat% "numb- and is waiting for the
reality of losing it man she had
known Sillee the SeVehth grade to
sink in
Appearing at a news conferent
Saturday, Mrs ('lark said she
didn't give up hope until six hours
before her husband's death She
:said she and Clark. a 62-year-old
dentist. never discussed gut mg up
Services for Clark are set for 2
p.m. Tuesday at the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Mormon)stake center in Federal
Way, 25 miles south of Seattle He
will be buried at Washington
Memorial Park in Seattle
Dr William Kolff. head of the
University of Utah's Artificial
Organs Division, and Ralph
Willie, a dentist and Clark family
"lie

friend. will speak at illo".4't t, I.
stake center spokesman Br .,,i
Sel4Tr411

(.1.111

‘11•4til 441

Critter staffers plantwit to Attrod
said hospital spokesman John
Ihsan. tin Wiling _surgeons I'm
DeVries and Dr IA I.
Joyce and their wives sit, LA
In.
worker Margaret Millet
Robert Jarvik, the heart's pi in
• ipal designer. Dr 4 luts.• Prtet
son. university VICO' president for
SeleIll'eS.411141NI' t•la I
health
nurses
With Mrs ('lark at Ow new onference were her two sons. t ;ars
:17. of Bothell. and Dr Stephen
I 'lark, :is, of Hellevue. daughter
Karen Shaffer of litifign. and
other family members
Clark died from collapse of his
circulatory sy stein and failure of
several organs. 112 days after the
mechanical heart was implanted
His body was returned to the Seattle area Friday
Before Clark underwent his
historic surgery Dec 2 he twice
had to sign an 11-page, highly
detailed consent form

Patron tickets for horse show
available; event to be April 23
Patron tickets for the seventh
annual Kentucky Charity Horse
Show are now on sale
The Kentucky Chanty Horse
Show will be Saturday, April Zi at
the West - Kentucky livestock
Show & Exposition Center. The
Patron ticket entitles the holder
entrance to both sessions. the
afternoon session at 2:30 p.m and
the evening session at 7 p.m.
Patron tickets are for reserved,
center-ring seating. The price of
the $7 ticket includes a taxdeductible donation to the Sigma

Department of the Murray
Woman's Club For Patron ticket
reservations. call Oran Poston at
753-9365
The donations received from the
Patron tickets are used to help
various organizations and
charities in the Murray-Calloway
County community. In the past.
the Sigma Department has made
contributions to the MurrayCalloway County Public Library
for the children's program, Jaws
of Life, Adult Mentally Handicapped Center and city and county
school districts.

110.1. 2 till MI HR 41 .ks 1.1.1$4 H & 11911.s. Monday March ZS. 1961

The Crusader

Zealous Paul persecutesfollowers of Jesus
( EDITOR'S NOTE — One of the most dramatic,
action-packed adventure stories of ancient times is
that of the roving missionary-apostle Paul, initially
a violent persecutor of belleveri in Jesus but later a
leading champion of the cause.
He spread it through cities across Aaia Minor and
southern Europe, enduring imprisonments, floggings, stoning, shipwrecks, illness and other hardships He proclaimed it not as a new religion but as
the full flowering of Judaism, a heritage he affirmed to the end. Portions of his many letters, or
epistles, are read regularly in church services.
A five-part Easter 110/i48 about this persistent.
roving contemporary of Jesus, The Crusader."
begins today in the Murray Ledger & Times. The
series was written by Associated Prom religion
writer George W. Cornell and Wustrated by staff atof AP Newsfeatures.
By George W. Cornell
AP Religion Writer
I' torn the Hall of Hewn Stone where the meeting
of the Sanhedrin had broken up in disorder, an inflamed mob shoved the accused man down the
1 emple ramp, through Jerusalem's north gate and
out to the place of stoning
Blasphemer — the crowd railed as the victim,
stephen, was knocked into the rocky pit. He was a
radia ally outspoken follower of the crucified Jesus.
The shouting grew shrik "Death to the demon'
I iest rover of the law of Moses'"
A troubled participant in that illegal lynch party
as a young scholar from the distant pagan city of
Farsus His Jewish name was Saul, but he also held
Roman citizenship and bore the Roman name.
Paul
He was a fiery opponent of the outbreak of fervor
for Jesus. raiding and punishing followers, yet
paradox', ally, he became history's pivotal champion of that ause
Apostle to the Gentiles." he called himself and
he flung wide the gates of the once religiously con.f tried movement to the world. The master
persea otor be ame the promoter extraordinary
His easeless. far-traveling missionary work
through heathen lands of Asia and F:urope laid the
foundations for a universal faith, for the rise of
Christian civilization He was. next to Jesus. its
most extensively re& orded founder and source of
a hair, h tea, hoigs
It was like a torch that had been handed to him
anal that he had to carry to everybody else." says
Christian theologian Alec Vuller A "religious
genius." he's termed by Jewish scholar Samuel
Saridniel
Vet the urgent. impassioned Paul is also an
enigmatia figure. tender yet forceful, physically
Neal(
yet tough, argumentative, conciliatory.
demanding loving. apologetic, torn with conflicts,
yet surging with uonfidence.
not understand my own actions," he writes
For I do not do what I want, but I do the very
things I hate It is not that I do it, but sin which
dwells within nu.' Wretched man that I am' Who
ill save inc froni this body of death'
Vet he jubilantly affirms, "Thanks be to God, who
gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus
Christ Through him we have obtained access to
this gr:o e in which we stand.. It depends not upon
man's will or exertion, but upon God's mercy "
It was that SCIAC of overwhelming divine acceptaft la( humanity despite its frailties that fired and
empowered Paul and kept him roaming the known
1,4 arid,
to pro( laim this "inexpressible gift!"
He never a alls it '('hnstianity'' but rather "the
Way .• anal saw it not as a rejection of Judaism but
the .tuthento flowering of it, avowing his loyalty to
it to the end
I myself am an Israelite, a descendant of
Abraham, a member of the tribe of Benjamin," he
.lea hires I am a Pharisee, a son of Pharisees.
!1!10 1%4..1 on the eighth day. a Hebrew born of

Hebrews •
While he insisted that "all Israel will be saved"
and that Judaism was the indispensable, vital root
of its new branch embracing Gentiles. he continually challenged Jews. and also Jesus' immediate
apostles, to accept that broadened view.
"For in Jesus Christ you are all sons of God
through faith." he writes "There is neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither slave nor free, thee is
neither male nor female, for you are all one in
Christ Jesus And if you are Christ's then you are
Abraham's offspring, heirs according to the promise"

Of the 27 books of the Ne40 Testament, one of
them, Acts, is half about Paul, and 13 other books
bear his name, his epistles, or letters They are the
oldest of all Christian literature He usually whipped them off in hurried, spontaneous style to the
widespread congregations he started. dictating to a
scribe, an amanuensis At times he added passages
in his own bold scrawl
-See with what large letters I am writing to you
with my own hand." he notes in one emotionally
upset letter to groups in Galatia where intervening
critics had demeaned him "I am astonished that
you are so quickly deserting. and turning to a different gospel not that there is another gospel
A t andid, headstrong man. Paul alternately
showed irritation and affection. sarcasm and encouragement. humility and pride. "Let no onejhink
me foolish, but even if you do. accept me assioaol, so
that I too may boast a little," he writes
"For I am not at all inferior to these superlative
apostles, even though I am nothing. .Let him who
boasts, boast of the Lord "
In his 12,000 miles of travel by foot, muleback or
ship, he endured all sorts of adversities
imprisorunents, lashings, stonings. shipwrecks, ban-

dits. apparent battle with beasts in the arena and
finally, like his Lord, execution.
-We know that in everything God works for good

with those who love him," he writes. "Who shall
separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or
nakedness, or peril or sword?...No, in all these
things we are more than conquerors through him
who loved us."
It was that unwavering assurance and courage
that characterized the ancient church and enabled
its believers to face arrest and tortures without flinching, to walk to their deaths in the arena singing
hymns.
Unlike the rural Jesus. whose teachings swarmed

with countryside images, and his rustic, mostly
uneducated apostles, Paul was a city man, a
cosmopolitan, Hellenistic Jew from the diaspora,
those dispersed from Judea. He spoke the international language. Greek, while they spoke provincial
Aramaic. a dialect of Hebrew.
Paul was reared in the commercial and cultural
center of Tarsus in the Roman Petivineeof Cellcia,
now southern Turkey."No mean city," he called R.
The son of well-to-do parents, he was given the
Jewish name Saul, after the ancient warrior king of

Israel, but his parents also held Roman citizenship,
giving him "civic Rornanus" status, with the
Roman cognomen Paulus, or Paul.
That was a privileged and keenly sought standing. A census by the emperor Claudius in A.D. 47
showed only 6 million of 190 million inhabitants of
the empire held Roman citizenship.
Paul likely was educated at the Tarsus university. and he also learned a trade, apprenticed to his
father's leather-working business, producing the
black, goat-hair tents used by nomads and merchandising caravans.

Robertson elementary student wins
county read-a-thon raising over $50

Hospital will offer
free information
on health topics
Many interesting and informally
speakers on health
topics will be provided free of.
charge through the newly developed Siwakers Bureau at
Murray -l'alloway County
lospita
"We at MCCI1 have long known
that wo— have a host of
knowledgable and interesting
speakers on the hospital staff We
now wish to share these speakers
with civic, social, and school
organizations in this area," according to Kathy Hodge. quector
of Public Relations at MCCH and
coordinator of the Speakers
Bureau
More than 40 qualified hospital
personnel have volunteered their
time and expertise to speak to
local civic, fraternal, and church
groups, or to school classes of all
ages Personnel participating incluale nurses, doctors, technicians. specialists and other staff
members at the hospital.
A few of the topics to be covered
by the Speakers Bureau are
wellness and health promotion.

"We labor, working with our own hands." the
tentmaker apostle writes. "If anyone will not work,
let him not sat"
In his young manhood, his affluent and religiously
orthodox parents sent hisn to Jerusalem for advanced studies at the feet of the renowned and tolerant
Gaznaliel of the liberal school of Hine', in contrast
to the rigid legalism of the Shammaite school.
Paul himself became a perceptive. dedicted
iewish scholar, committed heart and mind to his
biblical heritage. "I advanced in Judaism beyond
many my own age among my people so extremely
zealous was I for the traditions of my fathers." he
writes.
It was sometime in that period of his absorption in
Jewish studies that the ecstasy abut Jesus burst in
Jerusalem, bnnging the broken apostles out of
despair and hiding, to flood the streets with excitement about the Resurrection.
The book of Acts describes that spiritual explosion on pentecost. 50 days ger the Crucifixion, and
tells of adherents of Jesus swelling swiftly and
phenomenally from a tiny few to 3.000. then 5,000.
Sadducean authorities were alarmed at the
upheaval, and repeatedly jailed the apostles and
had them flogged, ordering them to stop their
teaching. But they kept at it.
Paul had never met Jesus in the flesh and, like
most of the city populace, had scarcely been aware
of the Crucifixion, so hurriedly and surreptitiously
was it arranged by the Roman governor Pilate and
his Sadducean collaborators.
But the odd and startling aftermath made him
acutely aware of the affair. It was he and others
from the Greek-speaking diaspora, from the
Synagogue of Freedmen, of Cyrenians, Alexandrians and his fellow Cilicians, who stirred the
violent reprisals, including the onslaught on
Stephen.
Paul would later lament. "I am the least of the
apostles, unfit to be called an apostle, because I
persecuted the church of God." It was a raw, hard
fact and he was snappish about it. "But by the grace
of God lam what I am and his grace toward me was
not in vain."
At the time of the mob rampage against Stephen,
Paul accompained the crowd and stood on the edge
of the pit where the victim sprawled. The purported
witnesses against him were obliged to cast the first
stones, back when such cases were allowed in olden
times. They now yanked off their coats and tossed
them to Paul.
The men picked up jagged rocks and hurled them
furiously at the praying man below. His body jerked
as the stones struck. The mob joined in the barrage.
Paul winced and put a hand to his brow, an old
ache gathering at his temples. The whole thing was
Illegal, he knew. Stoning was banned under Roman
rule and certainly not ordered in that earlier unruly
session before the Sanhedrin.
Yet the wild ferment about the crucified Jesus
now seemed to threaten the very foundations of
God's covenant with his, people, Something had to'
be done. Paul clinched his lips, steeling himself.
a.ekcIr., the bleeding Stephen Lazed upward.shakily but without any sign of bitterness as the stones
tore at his flesh. "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit,"
he implored. "Lord, do not hold this sin aginst
them."
A big rock slammed his head and he fell flat. His
chest heaved momentarily and stopped. Paul's eyes
blurred with tears. Yet he "was consenting" to that
death, Acts 8 relates. In its wake a wave of persecution rose against the followers of Jesus. and Paul
spearheaded it.
He "laid waste the church," Acts relates. "Entering house after house, he dragged off men and
women and committed them to prison., breathing
threats and murder against the disciples of the
Lord."
TOMORROW: Transformation.

Brad McClain, student at Wedborn who read 86 books and
Robertson Elementary School, is raised $8.25. AU participants will
the county-wide winner of the receive a certificate. State-wide
Kentucky Association for Retard- winners of the four Atari games
will be announced later.
ed Citizens' Read-a-thon.
Proceeds from the Read-a-thon
Brad read 22 books during the
month of February and collected contest are used to fund the programs of the Kentucky Associa$50.55 from his sponsors.
Other winners are Corinna tion for retarded Citizens. ApproxTodd, Murray Middle School, who imately 70 percent of the proceeds
read 18 books and raised $33.60; are returned to the local affiliated
Jennifer Price, who read 10 books chapter,a spokesman said.
and raised $25; Tammy Renee
Ginny Crihfield, contest chairLong,Southwest Elementary, who man for the Murray Woman's
read 9 books and raised WV; Club, worked with Bonnie Jones
Heather Post, East Elementary, and Gerry Reed to coordinate a
who read 35 books and raised county-wide program through
$16.45; April Haneline who read 10 elementary and middle schools
books and raised $10; and Allen and the public library.

READ-A-THON WINNERS — Brad McClain, student at Robertson Elementary School, is the county-wide
winner of the Kentucky Aasociation for Retarded Citizens' Read-e-than. Other winners include (from left)
COth11111 Todd, Heather Post, April Haneline, Tammy Long, Jennifer Price and Alien Wedborn.

Chicago incident angers candidates

CHICAGO API — Democratic
mayoral candidate Harold
Washington blamed his
cancer. the Hospice program, Republican opponent for• hostile
nutrition, parenting, Car- demonstration that drove him and
diopulmonary Resuscitation former vice president Walter
CPR 1, hypertension thigh blood Mondale away from a campaign
pressure 1, and drugs and drug Mop at a Roman Catholic church.
But GOP candidate Bernard Epabuse
Hospital tours for any age group ton bristled at charges of his incan also be arranged through the volvement and asked his supSpeakes Bureau. The tours may porters not to take part in such acbe of specific areas of the hospital tivities.
About 300 people, some carrying
or of the facility in general. A
notice of two weeks, more if posed- placards for Epton and shouting
bk, is requested for arranging a "Go home!" surrounded
Washiaglen and Mondale as they
speaker or•tour
To obtain a complete LA of iset Pais Sunday services to greet
available topics, to request a parishioners at St Pascal's
speaker, or to arrange a to.con- Church on the city's northwest
side
tact Hodge at 753-5131,eat 3311.

Washington and Mondale remained smiling and calm despite
the hostile crowd. But after spending a few minutes greeting people on the steps of the church,
Washington said, "I think we
should just leave."
The church is located in a
predominantly white
neighborhood. If Washington were
to win the April 12 election, he
would be Chicago's first bloc*
mayor.
The pester of the church. the
Rev. Frank Ciesadlo, said of the
Incident, "I've been a priest for X
years. Maybe I didn't get the
memage of love across."
At a huge campaign rally later
in the day. Washington suggested
that the demonstrators were

organized by Epton campaign officials. He told a crowd of about
12,000 at the University of IllinoisChicago that the incident mirrored "base,crass. anti-attitudes.
"Epton, is this what you call
unity, is this what you call rnanaging the city of Chicago',"
Washington said.

Friends of Head Stort
to meet Tuesday
The Friends of Head Start will
have a general meeting at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the auditorium in the
Special Education Building.
Several items will be on the
agenda and all interested persons
are asked to attend.

Clayton is candidate
Fortner Supreme Court Judge
Boyce G. Clayton has announced
that he will be a candidate for the
Court of Appeals, District! in this
year's election. This is the seat
formerly held by Justice Roy N
Vance of Paducah
Clayton, of Benton, served on
the Kentucky Supreme Court for
one sight-year term. He was
defeated for re-election by Vance
last November.
The Court of Appeals seat is now
held by Billy Ray Paxton of Central City who is serving after being appointed by Gov John Y.
Brown, Jr. Paxton finished third
to Vance and Clayton in the May
1082 primary for the first district
Supreme Court seat. This district
Is composed of the western-most
23 counties and generally follows
the find congressional district
Clayton served as commonwealth's attorney for
Calloway, Livinpton and Marshall Counties before being
elected to the state's highest

court
Clayton started practicing law
in Benton in 1961 after graduating
from University of Louisville Law
School and Murray State University.

Miller files papers
in treasurer election
FRANKFORT
- Marshall
County Judge-Executive Mike
Miller filed his papers Friday for
the Democratic nomination for
state treasurer in the May
primary.
Miller, 30, has been the chief executive of the western Kentucky
county for the past nine years. He
is a past president of the Kentucky
Association of County JudgeExecutives and the Kentucky
Association of Counties
Miller said his campaign will
stress the wise investment of Kentucky tax dollars to earn the maximum possible return.
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Kremlin threatens U.S. House
After failing in its crude attempt to convince West
Germans to elect a government opposed to the
deployment of new American missiles in Western
Europe. the Kremlin now brazenly directs its appeals and threats to the U.S. House of Representatives.
Recently. Moscow crudely sought to intimidate
House members, thereby hoping to stampede them
into voting for the nuclear freeze resolution.
The Soviets threatened to counter the defensive
NATO missiles in Europe by placing their own
missiles "near American borders." Moreover. the
Soviet Union threatened to retaliate directly
against the Unite4,,States in the event NATO
missiles are ever used.
Unfortunately, the Soviets have good reason to
believe their heavy-handed rhetoric will aid their
cause of freezing in place their huge advantage in
the disproportionate Soviet and American nuclear
inventories.
Popular sentiment in the House favors the freeze
resolution, although it would doom the United
States to permanent nuclear inferiority to the
Soviet Union
Certainly, the freeze resolution has appealing
simplicity. It appears to offer an easy way out of the
stockpiling of the frightening weapons that could
destroy the planet as we know it
But the freeze would perpetuate a massive Soviet
superiority in super-heavy land-based missiles
capable of a first strike that would effectively
disarm the United States and render any retaliation
an act of national suicide.
House members who support the freeze ought to
understand what their votes mean. A House vote
favoring a freeze at current nuclear disparity would
simply tell the Kremlin that the United States was
retiring from the world arena.
The late Soviet President Leonid Bezhnev enthusiastically endorsed the idea of a freeze as early
as October 1979. Soviet functionaries actively promote the freeze movement everywhere.
And why not' The freeze would prevent the
United States from developing the MX missile and
the 8-1 bomber. It would leave the United States
with obsolete strategic bombers unable to penetrate
Soviet air defenses, and a woeful disadvantage in
submarines.
Initially, the United States would forfeit permanent military superiority in Europe to the Soviet
Union, thereby assigning the NATO allies to Russian domination.
The immediate consequence would be to prevent
NATO from deploying the 571 Pershing II and
cruise missiles in Europe that are required to offset
the Soviets' 600 SS1-I6 and SS-10 missiles, with
multiple warheads aimed at more than a thousand
targets in Western Europe.
Even though a nuclear freeze resolution by Congress would not be binding on President Reagan, it
would offer absolutely no incentive for the Soviets
to sit down at the bargaining table and negotiate
meaningful arms reductions with the United States.
It would sabotage the Geneva talks.
On the other hand, if the Russians know they cannot prevent deployment of deterrent, U.S.-made
missiles in Western Europe, they would have
reason to try and reach an arms agreement.
Indeed, the propaganda now coming from
Moscow ought to convince Congress that defeating
the freeze resolution offers the best and perhaps the
only chance for fruitful arms reduction negotiations.

inside report

by rolond evons & roberi novok

Volcker's Federal Reserve position in question
WASHINGTON
Or Martin
Feldstein, chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, is quietly lobbying backstagers at the White House
for another term for Paul Volcker at
chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board - an alliance based on fear of
a real economic boomi
Gloomy tough he is in public.
Feldstein sounds even more
pessimistic in private about the
economy. That coincides with
Volcker's long-faced statements that
caused instant distress in the bond
and stock markets. Not by accident,
Feldstein and Volcker have been
telephone pals lately, discussing the
economy.
This doom-and-gloom alliance
heightens tension surrounding President Reagan's urgent decision
whether to keep Volcker after his
term as chairman ends Aug. 6. With
the president's men in no doubt that
vigorous economic growth is essential for his re-election, willingness to
risk displeasure from the financial
community by sacking Volcker is using in the White House West Wing, as
it is among conservatives in Congress.
Certainly. Feldstein's endorsement is no great boost these days for
Volcker's retention. The eminent
Professor Feldstein, who charged
down from Harvard late last summer

as a take-charge, no-nonsense
realist. has 1,kst credibdts not oril
because his growth estimates were
unrealistically pessimistic but
because he has been reluctant to
retreat from them Presidential
aides who were singing Feldstein's
praises six months ago now grumble
that he is try ing to protect his reputation in anticipation of leaving
Washington in 1965
Whether or not Feldstein's persistent pessimism is partly a matter of
professional self-interest, he is truls
an old-fashioned conservative who
can tolerate protracted recession but
sees in a too-rapid recovery the
dangers of a renewed inflationar
blowout Taking that crabbed view of
the world. Feldstein has found a soul
mate in Volcker
"I don't think there's any question
but that the Fed is tightening
money 1," one Treasury official told
us Another high-level economist in
the administration agrees, citing the
drop in gold from $500 to $450 an
ounce. Volcker's critics, both
downtown and on Capitol Hill. are
concerned about further tightening
that would abort the recovers'
That concern is nourished both by
Volcker's alliance with Feldstein and
by his recent rhetoric On March 8,
Volcker's congressional testimons
hinted at a return by the Fed to

1979

r4t1

1987)

Astronauts'health reviewed
Hey, you out there jogging along the street, lifting
weights, riding bikes, dancing aerobically and
eating health food. You can be overdoing it you
know!
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ames Research Center in Mountain View now
tends to believe that physically fit persons may not
have the right stuff for space travel after all.
A preliminary study shows that NASA has been
on the wrong track in seeking out fit young fighter
pilots for space travel, believing they would be better able to tolerate the strains of re-entry into Earth's atmosphere.
"Now we're thinking that high condition may not
be the best adaptation," says NASA's Dr. Danielle
Goldwater.
Those once believed most fit for space travel —
with low heart rates and flexible arteries and veins
— have a re-entry problem. Blood tends to pool in
their legs until their bodies readjust to gravity's
pull — and this starves the brain of much-needed
oxygen.
Perhaps the next astronauts will be a little pudgy
around the middle, tend to suffer a touch of high
blood pressure and hardening of the arteries.
Maybe we slobs who do little physically except
shout and stamp our feet while watching TV football soon will be soaring into space, high above
binngs
Never too late to get into training for a career as
an astronaut. There's a six-pack in the cooler.
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"monetanst" efforts to target the
money supply that produced morc
than three years of nearly unrelieved
recession during his watch at the central bank. simultaneously. Feldstein
has shown new interest in the need to
control M-1 as a measure of the
money supply on March 9, Volcker
and Feldstein appeared before the
National Association of Manufacturers as the Gloom Brothers, warning that economic optimism may be
the worst of sins
To Rep Jack Kemp, as expressed
in a March 10 letter to ‘'olcker, the
chairman's statements were
-ominous hints that the Federal
Reserve will return to the disastrou_s
policy of mechanical monetarism
abandoned only last year " lie told
Volcker -no one knows what to expect from the Federal Reserve."
which means the LI S and the world
must be "wracked by the appearance
of confusion mconsistoncy and andecision ''
Kemp Is no longer alone The
Democratic chairman of the House
Banking Committee. Rep Fernand
St Germain. took the House floor
March 9 to assert that 'Congress will
not tolerate a return to flint)
monetarism, high interest rates and
recession". he has resumed pushing
legislation to force new Fed poll,
Rep James Courter of New in sr .
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looking bock
Ten years ago
Navy Petty Officer Third Class
Mark S. Pierce, son of Mr and Mrs.
Frelon Pierce, participated in Exercise "National Week XV" with Patrol
Squadron 23 in Mediterranean
Deaths reported include Amos
Dick, 85, Mrs Florence Current, 74,
and Mrs. Lou Cruse, M.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller will cut the ribbon at 10 a in
on March 31 at the opening of 1973
Girl Scout Showcase 73 at Murray
State University Student Union
Ballroom.
Elaine Eversmeyer, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Harold E:verszneyer,
and Steve Howard, son of Mr and
Mrs. Ted Howard, have been
selected as Calloway County 4-H Club
Delegates to Purchase Area Youth
Power Food Conference at Reidland
on March 30.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Hudson, March
23, and a girl to Mr and Mrs. Jerry
West, March 73
Mr and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer were
honored on 50th anniversary with a
reception on March 25 at home of
nephew and niece, Mr. and Mrs Max
Brandon.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Lions Club will sponsor a Glaucoma Clinic for the public
on April 25 and 26, according to R.I.
Cooper, club project chairman
R.C. Stewart, son of Mr and Mrs
Charles A. Stewart, has been promoted to full colonel while serving
with U.S. Army in Weisbaden. Germany.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Smotherman, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Coleman, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hale and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morrison.
The Murray Ministerial Association will have pre-Easter noon-day
union services at First Methodist
Church.
Mims Ruth E. Cole and Mims Patsy
Wilkins of Nursing Department
Murray State College, attended a

meeting of the Kentucky I.eague for
Nursing at Lexington
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Judge R Hall
Hood, Calloway County Road
Engineer Joe Bruce Wilson and
members of Calloway Fiscal Court
have been invited by Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby to attend the Kentucky
Highway Conference April 2 and 3 in
I A'xtngton
Deaths reported include Mrs Will
Ray, 81, and Mrs Monne McCuiston,
77 The latter's name was listed incorrectly. in Friday's column

business mirror
NEW YORK API
Belief in the
consumer's ability to spend the nation into recovery, an idea shared
among others by President Reagan,
is probably not as firmly rooted as it
was in the midst of winter
And so the debate is on. Is the consumer earning enough to'buy more'
Why are retail sales so low' Were the
January and February rises in housing starts at the expense of activity in
March and April'
Having been accepted as the consensus view, the notion of a
consunier-led recovery is questioned
everywhere. Prospects viewed
earlier as good - lower interest
rates, for example provoke doubts
But, you say, lower interest rates
are good, and they do entice the consumer out of his hibernation, as
almost any automobile dealer or real
estate agent will be pleased to tell
you
Yes, says Edward Virden', director of eC0flirlliell as PrudentialBache, "but lower interest rates
should depress personal interest income and offset some of the rebound
in earned income."
People are relying a lot more on
personal interest income than they
were a decade ago,- when a greater
proportion of total income came from
wages and salaries in rnanufactur-

Or Kenneth P Vmsel, executive
vice president of I Annsville Chamber
of Commerce: spoke at annual banquet on March 26 honoring Coach
Harlan Hodges and basketball team
of Murray State College M
Wrather was toastnuister
Miss Grace Wyatt presented a program on -Together We Seek to Be
Witnesses" at meeting of Woman's
Association of College Presbyterian
Church in the home of Mrs C B
Crawford
A quilting party was held March 24
at the home of Mrs J 11 Thurman.

john cunniff
trig
In 1974, manufacturing wages and
salaries were $185 billion and personal interest income only $100
billion In 1982, discounting for inflation, the former was still at the same
figure and the latter was $85 billion
higher
Retail spending hasn't been any
great shakes so far this year, with
February's small drop marking the
third consecutive monthly decline.
This, despite reduced financing plans
introduced by autoniakers.
It is generally concluded that one
major reason for the poor performance can be found in figures for
personal income, which rose only 0 I
percent in February Wage and
salary disbursement actually fell
And as Otto Eckstein of liata
Resources, a research organization.
points out, tax payments rose
Jack Lavery, Merrill Lynch chief
economist, agrees there is a c00troversy, but he insists the decline in
total sales is misleading If you
disregard lower auto and gasoline
sales, he says, you'd find retail sales
actually higher
Lavery qualifies his forecast
consumer sales in the months to
come. His view, he says, "assumes
and requires a decline in consumer
lending rates next quarter."

typifies rank-and-file conservati‘
Republicans in blaming Volcker io!
the 1981-82 recession and considering
him a "political liabilit)" for the
Most important. published report‘
that chief of staff James Baker and
his lieutenants in the West Wing
favor another term for ‘'olcker
please Wall Street are premature. at
the least The feeling,there. about the
political consequericks of a V•Ileker
reappointment inio, la. closer to .1m,
Courter's than Makt Feldstein'.
There is eertairil) tIN,rtIl11%ot :knots
about the desirabilit of an e, riommit
boom
Etniss4iries of Volcker lia‘e been
peddling the ..11.it1'h-1111.1t wi.
htlat-141`-Sil
1111c to Republican
critics on the Hill. ad% ising not to
take too seriousl the ,
hints about a return to monetarism
Indeed, worry about a return to
au.sterit!‘ will dissipate should the
Fed soon order another king .11,‘ Ailed
ifroll in the ‘Iiscount rate
Even so, there is a 11154 ermble
Republican desire for soniebodv run
now the ,-entral batik more 4 !WWI%
identified Monti and more resn,oeso.e
to Ronald Reagan perhaps Fed Vice
Chairman Preston Martin Ill
Treasur) Secretar
Donald T
Regan That desire St's-ills tip hal. it'
been expanded his the new alisterit%
act Of Biel:1041M fin Other,

heartline
Ilearthne is a service for senior
citizens. Its 4tourpose is to answer
questions and solve problems If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns. write to
Hearthne. 114 East Dayton St . West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381 You will
receive a prompt reply. but you must
whale a self-addremed, stamped
envelope The most useful replies
will be printed in this column
IIFARTLINF I am a w ',towed
Wen,
I Mil rettryd. hut still
Very healthy al,,1 active I hai. e
of unused time on in) hands - and
would like to do some ‘illiitneei
work I really enjoy children and
teenagers and get along cc ell %.,,dh
them I would like to h. some
volunteer work with younger peilple
1 hi you know of ati), such t-olunfeet
work that would allow an oldster like
toe to work with children.'
.NNSWER We recently received a
letter from the I hpartment of
Education in the state of Filo-Ida The
letter reads
••Our nation's public sCIRKIIS
pend on and are enriched by senior
citizens A great concern of the
Florida Statewide Advisory conned
for School Volunteer Programs
Senior Cituen Committer is making
senior eli1/1•113 aware of the valuable
contributions they can make. to .,iii
students and schools We also want to
make these senior citizens aware of
the personal gratification and
benefits they in turn will receive
III order to promote senior citizen
school volunteerism, we would like to
enlist your help in informing them of
these benefits. We know you believe
they should aspire and not retire
We will appreciate any help you
can give both our senior citizen.
;and
our children
We would suggest that you Irsafiaci
your hical Board of Education to see
if your area has senior volunteers in
the school system You can also iontart your area Council on Aging or
any senior citizen center for information about the Foster Grandparent
program.- This is a beautiful opportunity for persons over age- 60 to
give (and receive) love and companionship to children who need it
Work is usually 20 hours a week. four
hours a day, paying minimum wage
and transportation allowance Most
of the foster grandparents currently'
employed are over the age of 70
You should also check with any
local hospitals. Your help may be
needed as a volunteer to the
children's ward of the hospital
WRITE A LETTER
letters
o the editor are welcomed and en•ouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers
Address correspondence to
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky
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Elm Grove WMU hears
special week programs

Former building of Tobacco

Facts of Tobacco released
lblinan Coles has submitted a picture of this
t)uiloling at Tobacco, Ky ,
on Calloway Count). in
bitS
it lured is
h
Wilton Holland The dog
belonged too V'avel Alder, n A ni the 1925
1 iii touring car
belonged to Herman
Holland
I odes said "lob& co got
its name hs its being in a
took), ii growing cornnotinot s
1 he Miller
Hroothers used to pack
and ship troba) coo 1.1) rail
from this place
Also at this building
w as w here neighbors
pit ked up their mail
A
mail hook 1.4 41 S b) the
trao ks where the mail
hirokril 'Has was a
non-stop train arid the
mailman 1.4 iiiiti thrct% out
the mo wrung mail and
ab the (outgoing mail as
Ow train speed by
1 passenger depot, a
freight dolma, a grist mill
and a Mao k smith shop
..5,••ri•
at the building
'.lark Neal and his
mother lived above the
stoore Neal ()nought hides

and furs
Coles said prices
remembered included
paying 12 cents dozen for
eggs, 15 cents dozen for
eggs in trade, 10 cents for
a pound of chocolate
drops, 50 cents for a 24
pound sack of flour, five
cents for a box of soda
and 98 cents for a pair of
overalls
A large chicken coop
was in the back where the
chickens were kept as
people would bring them
to sell or trade for merchandise The store carried dry goods, overalls.
shirts, shoes. broad cloth.
print, etc

The WMU of Elm
Grove Baptist Church
observed the Week of
Prayer for Home Missions. Feb. 211-March 6.
The program theme
was "God's Challenge
For Our Lord" with accountability, humility,
faithfulness, availability
and responsivess being
stressed throughout the
week
On Monday evening
Mrs. Sara Bagwell, Baptist Women's director for
Blood River Association,
showed slides of a tour
she had made of churches
in an area of Ohio.
Refreshments were
served by the WMU youth
leaders of the church.
Tuesday the women
met at the home of Mrs.

Mildred Geurtn with Mrs.
Opal Hale in charge of the
program.
Mrs. F.lecta Fulkerson,
president. presided at a
business session.
The group voted to buy
material to make flags to
be taken by the church
pastor. the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, on Pus Truudad
Crusade this summer
Members will have a
work day to make Easter
corsages for residents at
Fern Terrace Lodge.
Wednesday the WMU
and Brotherhood were
shown a film on Home
Missions Update. A
special Annie Armstrong
Easter offering for home
missions will be taken
throughout the month of
March.

Some of the residents of
the area Included William
Holland, Herman
Holland, Wavel Alderson,
Finas Holland, Billy
Dunn, Anderson Modden,
George Coles, George
Booker and Robert
Witherspoon

PRESENTS PROGRAM — Pauline Parker, left, presented a program on
"China Painting" at February meeting of Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She shows one of her china pieces to Pam Thornton, department program chairman. On the table are displayed several of items she has
painted. Hostesses were Tonda West, Jane Babb, Frances Brown and Anna Mae
Owen.

Coles said at this time,
in 1925 the roads were all
dirt
Tobacco was east of
what is now Midway
where the store was moved out on Murray-Parts
Highway in 1935 The old
building has been completely torn down, Coles
said

Down Concord Woy...

Spring flowers bring bock memories

Albright-Vemot vows
to be read on April 15 Amy Alexander's sixth
birthday is celebrated
Amy Alexander

The wedding of Ms. Patsy Annette Albright.
daughter of Mrs. Mrs. Mary Louise Colley of
Mayfield. and Duane Bruce Vernot, son of Mrs.
Beverly Woods of Pontiac, Mich., and George Vernot of Murray, will be Friday, April 15.
The vows will be solemnized at 6 p.m. in the sanctuary of the Memorial Baptist Church. A reception
will follow in the Community Building. South Manor
Apartments. Murray.

The sixth birthday of
Amy Alexander oti Thursday, March 24, was
celebrated with a party
for her kindergarten
class at North Calloway
Elementary School

LLIcidGL

Eight of her Friends accompanied - Miss Alexander to Showbiz at
Paducah for a party. The
group later returned to
the Alexander home for a
slumber party
Guests were Regina
Ghan. Tonya FayMorgan, Erica Vidrner,
Heidi Hill, Kelly Hale,
Emily Helton, Wesley
England and Tommy
Cunningham.
A family birthday party also was held at her
home Amy is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs
Rickey Alexander,
Johnny Robertson Road
"0
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CINE 1 & 2

By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
Our winter was not
over as expected but
compared to other places
of floods and earthquakes, our corner of the
world was blessed.
Now each harbinger of
spring is welcome. First
came jonquils along with
returning robins. Later,
red japonicas brought
memories of the little
Stewart County home
where they once bloomed. Then pink and blue
hyacinths brought from
old home yards, long
since vacated revived
thoughts.
Forsythia bushes
planted by beauty-loving
people have brightened
the day for passers by.
And those who brighten
corners are badly needed
for as usual, sickness and
death have saddened
many
Easter, commemorating the resurrection of Christ, comes
at a time when the
revival of life to dormant
plants, encourages a
belief in life after death.
Tulips blooming on a
grave, once frozen, say
"I'll live again."
And loved ones live on
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LAWN SPRAYING
New Service To This Area
Offered on a one time basis or on a yearly contract
consisting of 4 sprayings throughout the year. Includes fertilizer, pre-emergent & broad' Jof weed
control. Free Estimates.

BEDDING PLANTS
Visit our new 1,800 sq. ft. Greenhouse, Full Selection of Flower & Vegetable Bedding Plants. Foliage
Plants & Hanging Baskets.

LAWN MAINTENANCE
Complete Lawn Care & Maintenance Service. Mowing — Trimming — Edging, Fertilization of Lawn,
Shrubs & Trees. Seeding, Weed Control St Pruning.
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11111111111CMAIN
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Weight-loss

Program
That Really
Works!

CALL
753-0020
41N.

V

Set. 10-1

711111-0314

McDoneld's
Quarter-Povnder Conss

254

Tbe kst
Bey In
Towni

We wish the new corners as much contentment
as the Auburn Sills from
Model, Tenn., enjoy near
them.
Many Calloway Countians have spent the
winter in Florida while
some spent days there.
We hope all return as
did the writer of a poem
who said after traveling
north, south, east and
west that he found his little house near his apple
tree at home was best.

We never hear the
song, "Home Sweet
Home," anymore, but as
age and infirmities overtake us, there's no place
like home to home lovers.
The Rainey Lovins', as
countless others, have
found that when illiws
strikes, burdens are certainly made lighter by
friends, neighbors and
relatives who care.
We know there are good
people everywhere. We
just hope that all who
come here will be content. We could learm
4rom the little -boy who
knew that God is no
respector of persons.
A neighbor asked him
where he had been on
Sunday. He answered
that he had been to Sunday School learning about
God.
The neighbors said, "If
you'll tell me where God
is, I'll give you a dime."
Quickly the little boy
answered, "Mister, I'll
give you a dollar if you'll
tell me where God ain't."

Africa mini-conference
planned on Wednesday
"Africa: Understanding a Complex Continent" is the title of a
mini-conference designed
for university faculty and
secondary teachers in
West Kentucky at Murray State University on
Wednesday, March 30.
Co-sponsored by the
Kentucky Council for International Education
and the Center for International Programs at
Murray State University,
the conference will begin
at 10 a.m. on the third
floor of the University
Center. It is open to the
public at no charge and
all interested persons are
invited to attend.
The keynote address,
"Africa in the Mind's
Eye," will be delivered
by Dr. Philip Kingsley,
chairman of the Department of Psychology at
Murray State.
David Waas, chairman

of the Department of
History and Political
Science at Manchester
College, North Manchester, Ind., will present
a luncheon speech titled
"Africa and the United
States."
There will also be a
film program,"Africa: A
New Look" and a panel
presentation on
"Teaching about Africa."
Panelists are: Wass;
Susan Broadhead,
University of Louisville;
Cynthia Buhlig, Livingston Central High
School; Louise Crane,
University of Illinois; And
Tracy Harrington, Murray State.
Ongoing programs during the day will include a
curriculum materials exhibit and a photographic
exhibit titled -Women
and Children Under
Apartheid."

EVERY TUESDAY
5

TACO TUESDAY

4 Qualified Designers
Design & Installation of new Landscapes
Renovation of existing Landscapes
Tree & Shrub casualty appraisal

2 CRISPY TACOS

Foe 99C

At All Ares

COUNTRYSIDE NURSERY

1907 Coldwater Rd. Highway 121 N. Murray, Keetecky (502)753-310S

Here's a Sensible

UIU.ISIM Sat

LANDSCAPING

Aftis

DIET
CENTER.

in lives they have touched, and in deeds of every
flying moment of service
to others.
The Robert Bucys who,
after retirement sold
their beloved farm home
in Concord vicinity to
Terry Shoemaker and
moved to Earl Court in
Murray. now find that the
farm home has been
chosen as a retirement
home for a minister and
wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson from Indianapolis, Ind.

753-5540
1071. 12th
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Story-Beals wedding to be on April 9

DATEBOOK
O'Brien elected choirmon
Dr. Dianne Boswell O'Brien, assistant professor
in the Department of Recreation and Physical
Education at Murray State University. has been
elected chairman of the Public Relations Council of
the Southern District of the American Alliance of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance
AAHPERD.
She is a former president of the Kentucky
Association of HEalth. Physical Education and
Recreation and a national recipient of the Mable
Lee Award for the outstanding young professional
in the AAHPERD. The Southern District of the
AAHPERD served 11 southern states.

Kory W. Cunningham born
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Wayne Cunningham, Rt. 1,
Hardin, are the parents of a son, Kory Wayne,
weighing seven pounds. born Tuesday. March 22, at
Murray-C-alloway County Hospital. They have one
daughter. Kabala Niccole. 22 months. The mother is
the former Celisa Renee Curd.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cunningham of Rt. 1, Dexter, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Hughes of Murray and T.G. Curd, Jr., of Hazel.

Bond boosters will meet
The Murray High Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, March 29. at 8 p.m. in the band room at Murray
High School. Members are asked to note the change
In time and date because of the usual time being
during sipring break. Plans fbr the band's trip to
—NuncLiall parents and inFlorida_will be chscOised
teresteiel persons are urged to attend, a spokesman
said.

East meeting Tuesday
The East Calloway Baseball Program will have
Its first meeting of the season on Tuesday. March
29, at 7 p.m. in the East School Cafeteria. Any person interested in coaching a team is urged to attend.
according to Ricky Edwards, president of the program for this year.

Patients dismissed
Murray persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include Mary Steele and Willie Dunn from
Western Baptist Hoapital, Paducah; Lisa Coy and
Danny J. Burkeen from Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah; Nancy Hutson. Susan Patrick and Craig
Eichelman, all from Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

Pageant scheduled
The Little Miss and Mister Paducah Pageant will
be Saturday, May 21, at 7 p.m. at Executive Inn
Riverfront, Paducah. Contestants will be accepted
from local counties surrounding Paducah and entry
forms may be obtained from local merchants or
contact Jan Harrison, 1-443-3683, or Linda A. Carroll, 1-443-1376.
The deadline for entries will be May 8, 1983. Age
divisions for both boys and girls are Tiny Mister
Paducah and Tiny Miss Paducah. 3 and 4; Baby
Mister Paducah and Babby Miss Paducah, 5 and 6;
Little Mister Paducah and Little Miss Paducah, 7
and 8.

Tennis ploy Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday. March 29, from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Cener. The group will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to
Kenlake.
the lineup is as follows: Court One — Cecelia
Brock, Vickie Baker, Annette Alexander and Renee
Wynn; Court Two — Carol Waller, Cindy Dunn,
Vickie Holton and Jennifer Hewlett.

Sarah E. Miller born
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Miller, Buchanan, Tenn., are
the parents of a daughter, Sarah Elizabeth,
weighing eight pounds five ounces, born Monday.
March 14, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Sherry Hutson.

A

Circle meeting Tuesday

meeting to form another night circle of the
First United Methodist Church Women will be Tuesday. March 29, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Pat
Kiesow, 1609 Greenbrier Road. All interested
women are invited to attend or call 759-1870 for information.

Recital Wednesday
The final program of the Lenten Organ Recital
Series will be Wednesday, March 30, at noon at the
First Baptist Church, 118 South St., Mayfield. It will
feature Jean Gray, organist at First Baptist
Church, Mayfield, and also dean of the Paducah
Chapter, American Guild of Organists. A light
lunch for $2 per person will be available in Wilson
Hall and a free nursery is provided.

Friends dinner planned
Reservations for the annual Fnends of FreedHardeman Dinner to be Saturday, April 9, at 6 30
p.m. at Calloway County High School Cafeteria
should be made with Willard Ails. Murray. president of the West Kentucky Freed-Hardeman College Alumni Association Winford Claiborne will be
speaker and Phoenix, a musical group, will present
after dinner entertainment Tickets are $$ for
adults and $5 for students and may be obtained
from Ails or other officers or purchased at the door

Community calendar
Monday. March 29
Basketball banquet.
sponsored by Murray
High Tiger Athletic
Boosters, will start with
hors d'oeuvres at 6 p.m.
and potluck at 6 30 p.m.
Tickets at $2 may be purchased at door.
-Recovery', Inc.. will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center. North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
Friendship Sunday
School Class of Westside
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. in the home of
Joanna Adams.
Unit 1=istrict 17
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in private dining
room of Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Thelma
Park erL.809 Poplar St.
Community Chorus is
scheduled to rehearse at
7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

Tuesday. March 29
terback Road
Murray Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
North 12th and Payne
Streets. For information
call 4694244 or 753-8345
—
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of Woodmen of
World will meet at 7 p.m
at WOW Hall with Jean
Herndon and Linda Fain
AS hostesses.
-- -Second annual William
0. Presson Lecture
Series with Dr Jerry R.
Thomas as speaker will
be at 7:30 p.m. in Mason
Hall Nursing Auditorium,
Murray State University_

Pre-registration for
kindergarten and first
kt,'
grade students will be
from 8 a.m to 3 p.m. in
to r.77,1H%
ell i
library at Robertson
t bir,),; A8,3 b',:;
Center of Murray City
Schools.
----- -Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church
--- --A family. gathering was %et lir. hat
.tri.!
Bazaar Workshop will
held at the Community 1•11...t% 1 5, nes. A I.... izr-,1 11.r
be at 9. 30 a.m. at First
Room of the North dam:tart s
I .
United Methodist Church.
Branch of the Peoples
Paw 11e.tarr,1•1 • • • ••
Bank recently This was Pattie Coopt•• and slit t r
.!
••
I •
Ladies Bible Class will
•• •
in celebration of the bir
.1
.•
.•
ri
.1
be at 9:30 a.m. at Seventh
••,• ,
• '
thdays of grandchildren rlaurztrier In-lavk
I
and Poplar Church of
and great-grandchildren
Christ.
of Mrs Daisy Dunn
TIrri..•• present 3Ar r
Grandson and great- foll.h•A itii
I •.,: •
Singles Class will meet
'..,r
granddaugher htinored
Nir Artil %11
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
building.

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham. Ut-

1'"'

•

Gathering of Dunn family held at locul bank

Students of Hester and
Franklin Halls atMurray
State University will exhibit art objects in Mason
Art Gallery, Hart Hall.
Hours are 3 to 6 p.m. daily.
Auditions for three oneact plays for April 14-16
will be by Community
Second night of audiTheatre at 7 p.m. at tions for three one-act
Playhouse in the Park.
plays for April 14-16 will
be by Community
Tuesday, March 29
Theatre at 7 p m. at
Humane Society of Playhouse in the Park.
Calloway County will
--- —
Murray High Band
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library. Boosters will meet at 8
p.m in band room.
Returning Students Members note change in
United are scheduled to date and time.
meet at 11:30 a.m. at OrdEast Calloway.
way Hall, Murray State
Program will
Baseball
University.
meet at 7 p.m. at East
---Alcoholics Anonymous Calloway School
is scheduled to meet at 8 Cafeteria.
p.m. in western portion of
Wednesday, March 30
Livestock and Exposition
Hazel and Douglas
Center.
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acSenior citizens activities by senior citizens.
tivities will be at 10 a.m.
at Dexter Center with
VITA volunteers will
Charles Foster as
assist students, senior
speaker; from 10 a.m. to
citizens and low or fixed
2 pm. at Hazel and
income people with fay
Douglas Centers; from 10
assistance from noon to 4
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
p.m at VITA Center,
Center.
Murray State University
Murray TOPS(take off
pounds sensibly ) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Mr and Mrs. Ira Lev
Story of Paducah announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
(Asa Kay. to Steven 1.ynn
Beals, son of Mr and
Mrs. Aaron Beals of
Paducah.
Miss Story is the granddaughter of Mrs Cora M
Story of Murray and the
late Arnett Ray Story .
and of Mr and Mrs MV
Thurman. also of Murray She is the great•
granddaughter of Mrs
Fannie Scott of Dexter
The bride-elect is a 1982
graduate of Lone Oak
High School She is
employed by Druther's
Restaurant, Lone oak
Mr Beals is the grandson of Mr and Mrs
Isadore Beals of Henderson and of Mrs Molly
Price and the'-late Virgil
Price of Bowling Green
The groom-elect. a 19:4
graduate of I Arne oak
High School. is attending
West Kentucky Vocational School lie also
employed as manager of
Druther's Restaurant.
Lone oak
The Wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday
April 9, at 6 30 p.m at the
Broadway. Baptist
Church. Paducah
A reception will follow
in the church fellowship
hall
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Wendy Thompson speaks at sorority meeting

Wendy Ttompson.
newsperson from WPSDTV, Paducah, was guest
speaker at a recent
meeting of Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi at the Ellis
Community Center
Ms Thompson told the
group how a newsrast
was put together and how
women have been struggling to at hieve equalit
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Uniform Sale $11

i "
20% Ofr"
All New
Spring Arrivals
Selected Group Dresses
And Separate Tops

A

I
Black's
Decorating
Center

/
1 2 Price
FIRST PERFORMED
Johann Sebastian
Bach's "Passion According to St Matthew"
first was performed
March 23, 1729, in Leipzig

Uniform Headquarters

•

Formerly limbers's Urology,'s
523 lkoodtvey
PoMmeli, Ky.

411"

Sole Geed Time 3 +' 31 /13

70 1 South 4th

7 5 3 08 39

Murray

NOW OPEN!

Roo &
Joyce's

In Southside
Shopping Center

STOCKADE
SIRLOIN
Every
Monday Special Chicken Fried Steak $2"
with S. a sewi.es2"
Say and Soled ler Oely s 1"

Every
Tuesday Special6 oz. Sirloin Stook $229
"
with Seep & Soled i.e $2

soi,a sew mr Nay s1"

Factory Outlet

JEANS
By George!
Men's-Ladies'--All Sizes

$1299

Compare At $29.95
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By Abigail Van Buren

Your Individual
Horoscope

Stir me well. and then apply,
Under proper light.
A patch to test that when I'm dry
I'm just a shade off-white.

FOR TUFSDAY
MARCH 29 111113
What kited el day IOU losmarnrw be' To had out mist thit stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth sign

Fraacts Drake

Brush me thickly overhead —
Finish every ounce —
Coat the ceiling 'round the bed
On which we iJaird to bounce.

Designing Wife Paints
HusbandbetInto a Corner
girt mounds of

NOMINATED — Barbara R. Smotherman of
Hazel has been nominated as Dental Assistant of
the year by the Southwestern District Dental
Assistants Society. This is a professional award and
will be judged at the lard annual session of the
Kentucky Dental Assistants Association, Louisville,
this week. Nominees will be judged on professionalism, trustworthiness, loyalty, continuing
education credits and willingness to serve tbe
organisation. Mrs. Smotherman is surgical asidetent to Dr. Michael T. Ridley of Murray and is married to Steven W.Smotherman.

MIXED REACTION
Hubby, hubby, promise me.
When alive I ain't,
You'll sift my ashes carefully
Into a can of paint.

AMEX

Mar. 21 10 Apr. 19)

VA
Avoid provoking others
you are going to
after dart. Be less selfDEAR ABBY
insistent Intellectual, travel,
mail on the. one!'Pealing Paint in Dayton- said his wife's
publishing, school and legal
deathbed wish was to be cremated She wanted her ashes
raised with paint to be used to paint the coiling of their
matters are favored.
•••
bedroom. Obviously. the wife had hoped this would pre
TAURUS
vent her husband from entertaining other women
1'
( Apr 20 to May 20 ti€110
DEAR ABBY In regard to "Holding Out and Proud of
You advised the man to honor her request, but to enter
especially
discreetly,
Act
that
It.. the 27 year old virgin who tells guys up front
tam elsewhere. Abby. no way! That letter had to be a silty'
regarding financial moves
they're wasting their time if they expect to get her into
No woman in her right mind would make each a request
Researchers have luck now
a
finger
She's
her
ring
on
wedding
a
put
they
before
bed
And if there's no law against it, there should be
Work performance may be
get
never
she
may
approach
that
with
but
girl,
wise
%,erv
bedroom
that
live,
to
plan
a
for
looking
If a ghost were
erratic
somewhat
married
would be it. Abby. you goofed!
GEMINI
I used to tel! my dates the same thing, and after that, I
HARMONY IN EASTLAKE. OHIO
(May 21 toJune 201 'Ur"
never saw them again Then a very wise, moralistic
puritanical
my
elate
shouldn't
I
me
told
law
Don't needlessly arouse
in
brother
know
to
easy
DEAR HARMONY: It's sot always
views so quickly and emphatically — I ',hewed give the
another person's jealousy A
when a reader is joking. This off-the-wall lady may
guy the •'not tonight but maybe-tomorrow- approach until
friend may be competitive
have really wanted to end up ow the ceiling.
he •lips the wedding ring on my finger A bit devious
You'll enjoy mental rapport
suffiwas
who
reader
a
Serious or not, here's
perhaps, but it keeps him coming back for more
with a loved one
ciently impressed with the situation to write a poem
I tried it and it worked for me
CANCER
about it:
SAVED MYSELF FOR MARRIAGE
(June 21 toJuly 221
DEAR ABBY The lotion in your column signed "Peeling
Career matters are happily
DEAR SAVF:1): Game-playing is for children. And
Paint in Dayton" inspired the following poem If you think
accented, but in your drive to
-tomorrow"
approach
the "not-tonight-but-maybe
it's worth printing, be my guest
the top, remember to be conwill not keep a man on the string indefinitely.
ARNOLD T SCHWAB.
siderate of a family member's
saving
who
are
girls
policy
for
best
the
is
Honesty
WESTMINSTER, CALIF
feelings.
themselves. And it, a great time-saver for everyone
LEO
concerned.
Is:
It
here
and
DEAR AR_NOLD: I 419
(July 23 to Aug 22i
Don't be intimidated into
•
a decision. Think over
alternatives carefully. Make a
start on a creative project.
week of each semester, switch, approved earlier to determine whether so- v
LEXINGTON, Ky. effect next fall.
have attracted as many this week — the financial meone genuinely was in- (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) OP‘ii
Lance Pierce, pr
AP) — University of
1,000 people to a single burden of hosting huge terested in joining a Good news comes about a
as
fraternities
fraternity
UK's
Kentucky
dent of
financial matter, but close ties
have voted to ban the ser- council, said fraternities fraternity house and parties and the image fraternity, he said.
ving of alcoholic began studying "dry alcohol has flowed freely. that fraternities were Fraternitin that serve are still prone to argue about
Dean of Students primarily places for drinks .during rush week money. Don't be pushed into
beverages during the su- rush" last fall after hearPalm said he hard-drinking parties, will be fined and could be extravagance.
Michael
dsy period each semester ing that other campuses
ruled ineligible to par- LIBRA
believed UK fraternities Palm said,
when they are trying to had made the switch.
ticipate in certain events. (Sept. 23 to(ct. 22 gnarl
"rush
was
Pierce
said
drinks
serving
been
had
recruit new members.
Parties during rush
conThe new policy takes week, usually the first during rush for at least 15 getting too big, too out of They will be allowed to Pay close attention to
miss
you'll
or
versation
the
serve
after
alcohol
a
hand
unand
little
bit
years.
something. Be level-headed
There were two controllable." The par- week is over.
when others act from
are
sororities
Campus
it
difficult
made
ties
also
the
for
primary reasons
tenWerament.
not allowed to serve
j
SCORPIO
quor.
(Oct.23toNov.21) nieeV
Drapery & Upholstery Cleaning
This is a good time to reach
FIRST FLIGHT
Wright made agreement about salary and
Orville
Choir Cleomed Free
man's first flight Dec. 17, other financial matters. CoWith Tho Clewing
1903, in an airplane near workers, though, aren't
Hawk, N.C. The especially cooperative.
Kitty
Of A Ceech
plane was the first sue- SAGITTARIUS
Offer Good Tbn April 17%
cessful heavier-than-air ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
You'll have better rapport
powered machine. It had
loved ones than friends
with
and
FREE unAuits
been built by Orville
his brother Wilbur, now. You may meet with
owners of a bicycle nvalry in love matters. Avoid
manufacturing business. arguing.
ie
lot
ousicogN
titilly
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 1§)
IA.
chats
• • 'Ravage,
members are heartwarming,
though some domestic friction
By Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Is possible after dark. Appliances could break down.
INDUSTHY•KELATED
AQUARIUS
BACK PAIN
4
(Jan. 20toFeb. 181
Even with todey's modern labor
saving devices, the machine shop
Don't expect everyone to
or factory work•r still subsecta his
agree with you today. Social
disabilities.
body to physics! abase Standing
life is favored, but it's not a
Chiropractic solves the prob
for long hours, operating involved
time to seek advice from
good
lent with physical palpation up
machinery. twisting and bending
friends.
determine
to
spine
the
down
and
in all direction, all •ventually
PLICES
the root cause of the problem. An
Lake their toll on spine and posture
adjustment of misaligned vertebra*
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Chiropractic explains that your
removes the impingement and
This is an excellent time to
neuro muscular-skeletal system is
restores normal nerve energy
establish mutual goals and to
closely interconnected Any mos
Presented es a service to the
cle that is too weak or too strong
make plans for the future.
community by
places unhealthy stress on another
Finances, though, could be a
one This causes weakness that
Broeringmeyer
source of tension.
eventually evolves into • chain re
Health
Awareness
Center
YOU BORN TODAY are
action The factory worker feel,
4 Miles East On Hwy.94
idealistic and attracted y)/'
vulnerable to recurnng aches and
Murray,Kentucky 42071
music, theater/14A----poeGy.
Phone($02)753-2962 Out of State 1-1104436-3366
sually ahead of
Your work is—uHours:•a.m to 5 p.m. Monday ttiru Friday
its time and your fine imagination brings you success
in creative endeavors.
If you bring a hussy there,
Watch it; when I feel
A sudden heating of the sir,
I'll blister, crack and peel.

124i

UK fraternities vote to bon alcohol at the opening portiesmaiung

Enjoy a

visit in your

ifrelcirmaffig9k

new home.

Yrs new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
WELCOME WAGON visit
Tips about our neighborhood T ips about goOd oloce11
lo shoo Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for
more gilts frOrn civic minded businesses That's what
my visit it all ebOUt — and It's tree
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a 14wKlal treat We've been greeting people tor
over SO years Just call me

WO if after

Itsthrya Outland 7S 3. 3071
Hostesses

Invoker Ring (Asst.) 412.134I
Miry Ilsniltee (Asst.) I1I.SS70

c:ree Carpet aant

FREE

753-5827

Artcraft Photography

...••••••••

Wedding Photogrupi-i
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St

egii40

153-0035

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

WE'RE HAVING
AN EASTER
PARTY!
Free Easter Candy
For Everyone!
Color this Easter picture and you
could win our Giant Easter Bunny
The first 24 children to enter the
contest will receive a stuffed Easter
Bunny just for coloring the picture
Come by Saturday to see your picture
hanging in our Children's Department
and get free candy'

,
xci‘

* •• *** Lli;
**
Ntgx
*00oc
*
yNess
road

f

Thursday Night 7-10

• Save up to 50% on many items.
• Entertainment, Refreshments.
CONTEST RULES:
1
1
3
4

Open to children / and under
Deadliness Apra 2 at 2 00p m
Painter', crayons may be used
The decision of the judges is final

S

No purchase necessary

6

You do not have to be present to win

Name

• See Wednesdays Ledger &
Times for Details.

Address

Phone

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Jodie Gaines
to be married
on April 30
MCKENZIE, Tenn.
(API -Jodie Gaines, the
victim of a 1978 kidnapping, is to be married April
30 to an employee of her
father's furniture
manufacturing company,
an engagement announcement say.
The announcement
published March 20th in
The Commercial Appeal,
Memphis, said Miss
Gaines, 22, will marry
Jeffrey D. Johnson at
McKenzie First United
Methodist Church.
Johnson is a son of Mr
and Mrs. Sidney V.
Johnson of Tracy, Calif.
Miss Gaines was kidnapped as she drove
away from the Carroll
Lake Country Club on
April 26, 19711, and
managed to free herself
Irons • Kentucky Lake
cabin four days later.
Three men are now serving prison sentences for
the kidnapping.
Mies Gaines' parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben M.
Gaines, worked with FBI
agents and date law enforcement officers and
raised $250,001 in remain
money which was dropped in a roadside(Itch for
her abductors. Bid the
money was never picked
uP.

S.
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Anniversary Fashion Sale

Save $3 to $5

Save $3

Pullovers and Plain Pockets jeans.

Par Four- shirts and slacks.

Sale 9.99 and 10.99 Sale 10.99

Sale 9.99 and 11.99

Sale 19.99

Par Four• golf snirts of cuttun pUkyr.,'Ier
Mans sizes S M i XL
Striped shirt Peg $15 Salo 11 99
Solid color shirt Reg $13 Sale 9 99

fi•g $25

Sate $13 and $14. Pullover partners in interlock knits of 100% cotton or poly cotton
Plus a terrific terry of poly cotton Choose
from lots of colors Men s sizes S M L Xl.

Reg. $11. I hese are the puLkets to p.k Our
Plan Por Sets western navy denim jeans
*nth nothing on the ha( k pockets Cotton
in men s waist sizes
POIYeSter Denim E

Inf1

•
4

I '
S•le put es elle( lit, through Sisturday

Discover more great buys the whole family will enjoy!
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A sampling of all in store at 20% off
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All fabric handbags.

Sheer Toes - Super Shaper.

We$A Reg $11 Thull spacious c•nvas bag is

N.2.70. Our Sneer Torrs'' Super Shaper

lust One example of all we have in store at
25% OH Come take your puck Nylon
macrame and more Choose from clutches
handbags and shoulder styles in an array of
colors perfect to curry you through spring
and BUTT.,

nylon pantihose *sttrl Control top Tough
enough for boots yet sheer enough for
sandals In springs best shades for short
average and tall sizes You II find all other
Sheer Toirs'' pantihose on sale at 20% off
100

Sift pion 0.1060.• eftroweft Svolley

JCPenney

Sale 8.80
and 11.20
Boys'separates.
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Murray, Kentucky
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Organization can save time, worry in filling in tax returns
By LOUISE 000K
Aaeociated Press Writer
A little organization
can save you money as
well as time when you're
filling in your tax return
For many people, the
approach of April 15
means a flurry of searching through drawers
and closets for necessary
expense records and
receipts And if you can't
find what you're looking
for, you may nuts deductions which can trim your
tax bill
Take sales tax, for example If you itemize
deductions, you can
deduct the amount you
spent on sales tax The Internal Revenue Service
provides tables to use as
a general guide If you
spent more than the
amount listed in the
tables, you can deduct
more But you must have
proof
The record-keeping
doesn't have to be complicated or expensive A
set of 12 envelopes
one
for each month - is all
you need for sales tax
receipts When you buy
something on which you
pay sales tax, put the
receipt in the current
month's envelope When
you're getting ready to
prepare your return,
simply add up each month's expenses
Don't forget things like
grocery store receipts
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Food generally is not sub0(1 to sales tax, but you
may pay a levy on nonfood items like paper
goods and the pennies
add up
Once you've learned
how to keep records,
you'll also have to learn
how to throw them out
Too many papers can be
as bad as too few
Divide home records
into two sets — active and
dead storage
Your active file should
include unpaid bills.
receipts for bills you have
already paid, current
bank statements and
cancelled checks, and
any records you need for
your income tax return
You should also keep
employment records,
credit card information,
including card numbers,
copies of health records,
insurance policies and
wills, education and
Social Security information and warranties in
your active file
Things like salary
statements and paycheck
stubs should be kept long
enough so you can check
them annually against
the W-2 form you get
from your employer If
there is no discrepancy,
throw them out
Copies of your federal
Liz return -- and the
documentation to back up
your claims — generally
should be kept for three

PIKES GOOD MIRE SOPPUU LASTo•PIKES GOOD *WES GOO

D St T
Warehouse Foods

years That's the amount
of time the Internal
Revenue Service has in
which to audit your
return The litrut does
not apply in some
specialized cases If you
fail to report more than 23
percent of your gross income, for example, the
government has six years
to collect the tax or start
legal procedings
The dead storage file is

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
The 93rd General
Assembly begins its
eighth week of lawmaking with bills about coon
dogs, golf courses and
police officers on the
agenda
Tonight's calendar in
the Senate has two bills
by Sen Avon Williams.
D-Nashville, dealing with
the use of deadly force by
police officers
One bill would restrict
police use of such force to
occasions when it was
necessary to prevent loss
of life or serious bodily injury. Present law permits
use of deadly force to stop
a fleeing felon.
The other bill would set
up citizen review panels
in Memphis, Nashville,
Chattanooga and Knoxville for hearing
grievances against law
enforcement officials.
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It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts
A

623 South 4th

16 Oz. Can

Prices Good While Supplies Last!

Murray, Ky.

P.

Pride of Illinois

Field

Frito-lay

Corn

Lard

Potato Chips

3 $1
For

25 1.k. Can

$969

••••

Reg. 1.3999

Boit
Duncan Hines

Cake Mix

Paper Towels

76'

69

limbo Roll

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

1/2

100 Lb. Potatoes $8.49

Turner

Lynn Grove Large

Buttermilk

Eggs

99

Sliced Meat

$
3

Field Pro Lower

Termer

Wieners

Ice Milk

98

1 Lb. $1.19
liortberst

Margarine

Tissue

Coca-Cola,
Sprite
or Tab

moratorium be forced on
raccoon hunting in East
Tennessee
Instead, Robertson's
bill was worked out as •
compromise in the House
Conservation Committee
to set a three-month hunting season for all of East
Tennessee east of state
Route 56, which is along
the western edge of the
Cumberland Plateau.
The bill involving tax
breaks for golf courses
was being debated Thursday when the Senate adjourned for the week.
Sen Ben Atchley, RKnoxville, is sponsor of
the bill to permit golf
courses, for the purpose
of property taxation, to
be classified as to their
current use rather than
potential use.
Many golf courses are
on land that has considerable value if it were
developed for commercial purposes, Atchley
said. Taxing golf courses
for potential use could increase their property
taxes by 700 percent, he
said, resulting in a
number of small golf
courses closing.

Father forced to choose
wedding or Wildcats' game
LEXINGTON, Ky.
API— William Tatman,
father of the bride, remained poised in front of
the television set long
after most of the guests
had seated themselves
for the wedding.
Almost up until his cue,
Tatman was intently watching Saturday's broadcast of the Kentucky Louisville basketball
game.
Five minutes before the
scheduled start of the
ceremony, several
bridesmaids walked in to
check out the score, then
shuffled up the stairs to
get into position for the
march down the aisle
Tatman remained in
front of the TV.
"They can't start
without you," a guest
warned.
Five minutes later, the
bride found her father,
still watching the game.

tAIN
1

"You've got to come
the same time I do,"
Laura Tatman pleaded
Kentucky's lead was
shaky as daughter and
father entered the
church. As the organ
played "Here Comes The
Bride," Louisville went
ahead 56-57.
The couples said "I do"
as Kentucky's Jim
Master hit a jump shot to
force an overtime.
But Louisville scored
the first 14 points of the
overtime, deciding the
game before the wedding
party could leave the
church.
After the game, the
groom, Seth McCuddy,
bemoaned Kentucky's 9068 loss.
"You," his new wife
said, poking McCuddy in
the ribs, "are SUPPOSED to say you're glad to
be married."

Hwy. 79 E.
Paris, Tn.
642-9905
Hrs. 7-12
Mon.-Wed.-There
4-12
Fri.-Set.

Moo., 28,"Up Ceesetry"
Wed., Tbers. 30, 31 Teen. River

99

V2 Gel.

WOO AdiesIssiee
Wed.& Then. Ladles bids 14 Price

Yellow Onions 5 Lb. Bog 89'

Perkily

.46'

89'

11 oz.

For

Both bills have been
debated previously arid
drew angry exchanges
between senators who felt
the measures unnecessarily tied the
hands of police officers
and senators who said
police need more to show
more restraint in making
arrests.
The bill to restrict hunting season for raccoons
is on the House agenda
and, if eventually written
into law, could slow the
flood of coon dog bills in
the Legislature.
Rep. Mike Robertson,
R -Cumberland Gap,
originally introduced a
bill that would give county governments control
over setting raccoon hunting seasons.
This effort was opposed
by the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency, which
said the myriad of local
laws governing raccoon
seasons had wrecked
wildlife management efforts and caused the
animal population to
dwindle.
Gary Myers, TV/RA
director, proposed that
beginning in August a

Potatoes

Des.

Plumose Waffer

Reelfoot Saes

10 Lb. Red or White

67

Gal.

dependent Maturity. •
division of the American
Association of Retired
Persons, has prepared a
22-page booklet, 'Your
Vital Papers Logbook."
which Includes a guide to
the information you'll
need and provides space
to list each item Copies
are available for 14 95
each from AIM Logbook,
P 0 Box 19269-A,
Washington,D C., 20036

Tennessee lawmakers review bills
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the place for records that
are more than three
years old and this file
should be cleaned out
penodically to get rid of
items that are no longer
applicable
A family inventory,
listing Intel information
about all members and
the whereabouts of important papers, should
round out your recordkeeping Action for In-
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EViEW St PORECAST
Sales slump is not only cause
of agriculture export declines

DINNER MEETING — The Bank of Murray sponsored a dinner meeting for
the New Concord Adult Farmer Class members and wives on Monday, March 21,
at Seven Seas Restuarant. Newly elected New Concord class officers are from
left, seated Beauford French, Jr., secretary-treasurer; Earl Nix Wilson, president. and Terry Housden, vice president; (standing) Tommy Rushing, Howard
Steely and Mark Miller, representing the Bank of Murray.
The final class meeting for the spring session for adult farmers will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Murray Area Vocational Center. The topic will be Marketing
and Outlook for 1983. All interested farmers are invited to attend.

WASHINGTo% API
The decline in L S farm
exports is spread over a
broad base and is not the
result of a sales slump to
Just a few good foreign
customers, a new
analysis by the
Agriculture Department
shows
In calendar 1962, the
value of agricultural exports dropped 15 percent
to $36.2 billion from a
record $43.3 billion in
1961. Another decline is
expected in 1983.
Mounting surpluses of
grains and other commodities in the United
States and the relative
strength of the dollar
maintained a_ downward
pressure on export
prices," the department's Economic

Research Service said
As a result, while
volume . of shipments
fell 6 percent to 152
million metric tons, the
overall price level fell an
additional 9 percent, driving the total value of U s
agricultural exports to its
lowest point in three
years"
Of the Xi top foreign
markets for U S farm
products, only five showed increases last year,
the report said
Those included Soviet
Union, $1.87 billion, up 11
percent from calendar
1981; Spain, $1 68 billion.
up 7 percent. Taiwan,
$1 15 billion, up 1 percent.
Belgium-Luxembourg,
$906 million. up 6 percent. and Saudi Arabia.
$501.) million, up 4 percent

Lynn Grove Adult Fanner Class members and wives
CLASS DINNER —
and guests met Tuesday, March Z2, at Seven Seas Restaurant as the guests of
Dan Hutson II of Hutson Ag Service. The dinner meeting was held to commend
those farmers who attend the adult farmer class at the Murray Vocational
Center. Pictured from left ) are Lynn Grove Farmer Class officers. Terry
Workman, vice president: Youell(Popeyei Wortham,secretary-treasurer, Gail
Doron, president and Dan Hutson II of Hutaon's Ag Service.

Soil conservation volunteers include well-known personalities
LEXINt;loN
What University Jeff a junior .‘11111
S011 .111,i ot
".1 ),\ s
C 'ic-cl t ado Gordon Davis anti Jef- majoring in agriculture water re•soUrt'es slieiilul non Service' or the
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mon with such well in resource conservation
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Loretta I.ynn. Grandpa gram gave him a chant .
Jones, Chris Schenkel to observe the operation
and Eddie Albert" More of a conservation agency
from the "inside out" and
than you might imagine.
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They are aN volunteers will help himin determin
working with USDA's Soil mg his course of stutlieN
Conservation Service Jeff is assigned to the
'WS) Loretta 1.ynn and Richmond Field office
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I.K.T. Auto Parts

We'll fix you up

Plan for dry weather.

DEMONSTRATION — Charles Dingwall, international representatives for Lep Transport Company,
England, demonstrates use of an electrostimulation device ( IONICARE II: Murray Corporation) for treatment of equine mu.scoloskeletal disorders. The demonstration, held at E. Barry Ryan's Normandy Farms,
Lexington, attracted horse owners and trainers from the United States, England and France. Among attendees were Gerald Balding, well-known English trainer and John WiLliamakeirmager of-Apendthrif t Farm

European, U.S. agricultural trade war still a possibility
WASHINGTON i API
An agricultural trade
war, with the United
States pitted against the
European Community, is
still a possibility despite
attempts to cool the situation.
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block continues
to speak bluntly about
European subsidies and
other practices which he
and many other U.S. officials consider unfair
and discriminatory
against American fann
products.
One of the big peeves of
American trade officials
Is the trend to still higher
farm supports under
Europe's Common
Agricultural Police,
wtdch Block and others
say triggers further

surplus production and
leads to subsidized exports.

a recent subsidized sale
of U.S. flour to Egypt a
market previously
dominated by France
and "blended credit" arrangments providing for
lower-cost credit to certain countries which show
promise of developing as
U.S,markets

"It is no secret that the
community's policy of exporting the surplus production stimulated by the
CAP at subsidized prices
is of grave concern to the
United States," Block
told an international
Earlier this month.
grains conference in Lon- U.S. and European Comdon last week.
munity officials met near
"We need to export a Washington for two days.
large part of our producAccording to U.S
tion. To do that, we must Wheat Associates, a
be competitive, and we trade development
can't compete with sub- organization supported
sidized prices without by growers, the meeting
taking special measures was referred to by some
that lie outside our European observers as
established policies in "a last ditch effort" to
trade," he said.
avoid a trade war
"Perhaps the one cornBlock already has
taken some "special
measures" which include

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

mon point of agreement
between both sides is the
fact that • a full-fledged
trade war would be a losing proposition of enorrilou_s economic consequences for both sides of
the Atlantic. particularly
when both economies are
sitting on voluminous
surpluses of farm products," U.S Wheat said
in its recent newsletter.
Some of the big
multinational grain companies also fear what a
trade war might bring
Michel Fribourg. president of Continental Gram
Co., says an all-out
agricultural trade war
with Western Europe also
could spread into
manufactured products
and services
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New supply baby chicks arriving next week
Contact as for prices on channel catfish.

Buchanan
PURINA
CHOWS Feed And Seed
753-53711

Indestriel Rd.
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,...8.75
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Horse Feed
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$79500
589500
$695"
$59500
$895°°

1 Snapper 8 H.P. Elect Start
2 Airens 8 H.P. Elect Start
2 Airens 7 H.P. Elect Start
1 Airens 7 H.P. Recoil Start
2 John Deere 8 H.P. Elect Start
1 Cub-Cadet Tractor 12 H.P. Hyd Drive
Complete Re-built Kohler Engine

$1495"

All Above Equipment Has Been Reconditioned —
And Carries A Warranty — & Con Be Seen At
r
MURRAY

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main

753-8201

Can 753-8201
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NIT semifinal round tonight

Murray youth
wins state title
as'A'swimmer

Fresno State: Last west power
NEW YORK ( AP) -Fresno State isn't exactly
UCLA. Washington State,
Nevada-Las Vegas or
Oregon State - but the
Bulldogs are somewhere
the others aren't.
They're in a tournament and they're still
alive
"I want you to know
that we represent the
west
the only team left
in the west. So I want you
to know we think we're
the power of the west."
Coach Boyd Grant said
with a sly smile before
leading his Fresno State
train against Wake
Forest in tonight's
semifinal opener of the
National Invitation Tournament
DePaul plays Nebraska
in the other semifinal
tonight The winners will
inert Wednesday night
for the rhampionship
Someone mentioned to
Grant that Fresno State
has been called the
Princeton of the West. "I
don't think he was talking
academically," the coach
said with a laugh. "I'm
sure what he meant was
that we're conservative
on offense, always have
been But the foundation

of our game has always
been the defense "
Grant is concerned that
the Bulldogs may have
more on their minds than
Wake Forest on Monday
night
'•I think maybe
because we didn't look
ahead
because we concentrated on Texas ElPaso 71-641 and then on
Michigan State (72-58 ,
and then on Oregon State
.76-67 )
that's why
were here," Grant said
•• I hope they'll be able to
concentrate only on Wake
Forest and not think
about where they're playing 1 hope when our kids
get their first look at
Madison Square Garden
that they won't tighten
up"
()es' Fiamarre says he
won't, even though he'll
have his own rooting section Barmore, a senior
and power forward for
the Bulldogs, grew up in
Freeport, a New York City suburb lie used to
watch colJege basketball
in the Garden as a kid,
part of a Long Island
youth program lie never
dreamed he'd be playing
in it
"I'll have at least 500

people in the stands," he
said. "It means a lot to
me that my family and
friends are corning to
watch me play, but it
doesn't put any pressure
on me. I've been telling
everybody back in
Fresno that the Garden is
the most prestigious
place to play in New
York For me. it's a
dream of a lifetime and I
hope the rest of the team
won't be in awe of the
place."
Barmore has taken a
circuitous route to the
Garden. He was born in
Birnungham, Ala., his
family moved to Freeport
when he was 2, then
returned to Alabama, to
Lunette, when he was 16
He didn't play basketball
as a junior in high school,
thrown off the squad
because of poor grades.
He started college at
Southeast Missouri State,
but after his freshman

MSU netter wins title
Junior college transfer
Barry Thomas won the
No.4 singles championship in leading Murray
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year the NCAA Division
II school was put on probation for having illegally
recruited him Barrnore
then transferred to the
University of Alabama
for a year When asked
why he left there, he said
"It wasn't anything big"
He paused "Let's put it
this way, I'd say the people were kind of
backwards down there I
couldn't handle that "
Was it a racial problem'
"Racial, definitely," he
replied
While Barmore was at
Southeast Missouri State,
the school's athletic
director was Russ Sloan,
who left to become the
A D. at Fresno State "He
told me, If you ever need
help, call me." said Barmore -So I did " And be
transferred to Fresno
State. Sloan has since
been dismissed by the
school
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Spring soccer started in
Murray Saturday when
the Murray Green Devils
hosted the Evansville
Spirit.
The teams battled to a
2-2 tie after Evansville
took a 2,
0 lead and the
Murrayarui retaliated to
tie the game before
halftime
Murray goalie Ben Yoo
played an exceptional
game in the second half,
holding the visitors
scoreless despite
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As part of the second
annual William 0.
Presson Lecture Series,
Murray State is sponsoring a visit by Dr. Jerry
Thomas. a noted researcher and writer, who will
speak Tuesday on
psychosocia I factors in
children's sports.

According to the lecture publicity department. Thomas' talk will
be of interest to youth
sports coaches, parents
and anyone involved in
youth sports programs.
In June Thomas will
become the editor-inchief of Research

Quarterly for Exercise
and Sport.
He has published over
70 papers in reference
journals, is the editor of
two books, and has written chapters in five other
edited books.
Thomas is the Southern
District Scholar. Alliance

for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation
and Dance.
The lecture, one of
three by Thomas at MSU,
is open to the public and
will be conducted Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Mason Hall Auditorium.

Girls state title makes Haskins happy
Ky APi
Among the thousands
of fans applauding Warren Central's victory in
the Kentucky Girls State
High School Basketball
Tournament title game,
Clem Haskins perhaps
best understood what it
meant to the. winners
One of the winners was
Haskins' daughter.
Clentette, who scored 31
points in leading No.I
Warren Central to a 57-49
decision over secondranked and previously
unbeaten Whitesburg in
Saturday's championship
game.
Clem Haskins was one
of the state's greatest collegiate players, winning
All-American honors at
Western Kentucky
University in 1967 and for
years afterwards enjoying a fine professional
career. He as now the
head coach of the Hilltoppers.
"I accomplished nearly
everything as a player

numerous shots. Arthur
Wulffe anti Mark West
were responsible for the
Murray offense as Wulffe
scored on a breakaway
and West drilled one from
25 yards away with four
minutes remaining
before the break
The Green Devils, an
under-16 boys team, hosts
their next game Wednesday, April 13, on the football practice field behind
Murray High School

and a coach." he recalled. "but I never won a
championship. Now she
1 Clemette )
has accomplished something I
never did as a player."
Clemette's performance in the championship game was in
keeping with the Haskins
family tradition. She set
four tournament records
and earned most valuable
player honors in leading
Warren County to its 37th
victory in 38 games.
Haskins established a
tournament record with
106 points and set championship game -records
with her 31 points, 13 field
goals and 25 field goal attempts.
"It's fun, but it's still
nerve-wracking," Clem
said after watching the
biggest game of his
daughter's career. "It's a
lot easier to coach or even
to play than to watch her
play."
Warren Central took
charge of the championship game when Haskins
spurred a fourth-quarter
rally.
Haskins connected on a
three-point play with 6:16
remaining to give Warren
Central a 44-43 lead, its
first since the opening
minutes of the second
half.
The Lady Dragons then
outscored Whitesburg 6-4
over the next three
minutes to take a 52-47
lead with 2:17 remaining.
After Whitesburg's
Thelma Witt hit a 15400t
Jumper with 2:01 left,
Robin Pearson canned
three free throws and
Haskins added two inside
the final minute to
preserve Warren Cen-

tral's first state championship since the new
format began in 1975.
"When it got right down
to the end," said Warren
Central Coach Various
Lloyd, "we played good
defense, got rebounds
and hit the free throws. I
knew we'd play better in
the second half. We had
to, or We'd have gotten
beat."

all-tournament team
were teammate Melinda
Carlson and Whiteriburg's
Bates, Brigette Combs
and Sandy Brown. Others
named to the team included Martha Gerton
and Madge Smalley of
Washington County, Kelly Smith of Laurel County, Julie Duerring of
Boone County, Carol
Parker of Marshall Coins:
ty, Lisa O'Neal of
Tiphanie Bates scored Louisville Atherton and
21 points for Whitesburg, Belitta Croley of Lexwhich finished 39-1 after ington Henry Clay.
coming up just short in its
Bates was named winfirst-ever trip to the state ner of the J.B. Mansfield
tournament.
Award for sportsmanship
Joining Haskins on the and athletic ability.

'Breds notch No.16
in shortened game
In a rain-shortened
doubleheader, Murray
State notched its 13th win
in its last 14 appearances
by beating NebraskaOmaha, 6-4, Saturday at
Reagan Field.
The 'Breds took a 4-0
lead on two 2-run homers
by Scott Peck and Mike
Gargiulo in the bottom of
the third.
Murray's offense backed Doug Rice for his first
win in three outings as

Bad weather postponed
the opening day of Murray State's spring football training Saturday,
but the Racers were
scheduled to begin drills
today at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
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the 'Breda improved to
164. The game was called
in the fifth inning because
of rain.
Rick Stambaugh accounted for all four
Omaha runs when he hit a
three-run and a solo
homer.
Wednesday the 'Breda
play at Arkansas State
before returning home to
host Eastern Illinois Friday and Saturday.

Spring football delayed
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Spring soccer begins
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STEVEN GRESHAM
Kentucky State Champion
6-and-under Class A Swimmer
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State to is second-place
finish in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament Friday and
Saturday in Lexington
Thomas won all three
of his matches including
a 6-1. 6-1, thrashing of
Eastern Kentucky's
Chuck Gibson for the title
Thomas also teamed
with Eric Tistharnmer to
win the No 3 doubles
crown.
Four other Racers lost
In the finals of their
singles matches including Mats Ljungman
No Ii,Bobby Montgomery 1NO31, Steve
Massad
No St and
Tiathammer No.6
Liungfrian and Montgomery also lost in the
finals of the No.2 doubles
In team standings,
MSU finished with 61
points, second only to
host Kentucky's 71
Morehead finished in
third with 47, Eastern
was fourth with 45,
Western Kentucky was
fifth with 42, Louisville
was sixth with 27 and
Bellarmine, ThomasMoore and Transylvannia all had one point each.
Wednesday the Racers
visit Middle Tennessee to
compete tn an Ohio
Valley Conference
seeding match.

Murray-Calloway Swim Club sent a sole
representative to the Kentucky "Class A" swimming championships in Louisville Saturday and Sunday, and Steven Gresham returned with the 11-andunder state title.
Gresham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Gresham,
902 Main Street, competed for two days against tbe
fastest swimmers in the state and after Saturday's
events he led his division by only three points.
Sunday he widened the margin over his opponents
and won the state championship with 103 total
points.
Gresham placed first in the 100 freestyle. 50
backstroke, 50 freestyle, second in the individual
medley, and fourth in both the 50 breaststroke and
50 butterfly.
The II-year-old Murrayan accomplished his feat
without the aid of a coach. although former MCC
coach Laurie Martin Hatcher of Louisville attended
the competition to cheer him on.
A hand-painted Hadley Collector's Plate commemorating the championship was awarded to
Gresham for his accomplishment.

Wormy 753-5703
55 5555 5,555

The team will follow a
Monday, Wednesday,
Friday practice schedule
with scrimmages on
Saturdays.
Today's workout was to
begin at 3 p.m.

Purcell
tops Arias
Murray tennis pro Mel
Purcell broke out of his
recent slump to score a
first-round victory in the
Monte Carlo Tennis Tournament Sunday.
Purcell upended Jimmy Arias, 6-4, 6-1, to advance in the $375,000 tournament. His next match
was not official, but it
could be as soon as
Wednesday

MSU golfers
finish 16th
Facing one of the
toughest fields this
season. the Murray State
golf team finished lath
ansone 18 toms in ths
Palmetto Golf Townmint In Sastets, Le.
Saturday and Sueday.
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Louisville 80, Kentucky 68

The Game,The Press, The OT,The U of L Victory
By MARK =LIAR=
Amociated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (API — The Game. The
Press. The Overtime. The Victory. The Loss.
Seemingly everything about the long-awaited
meeting on the basketball court between Louisville
and Kentucky rated capital letters.
What really came out of Saturday's muchballyhooed basketball game, though, was that
Louisville has its third chance in four years to play
for the national title, which it won in 1980.
For 40 minutes, it was marvelous basketball, the
kind of basketball played with the emotion, style
and grace which typifies the game in the Bluegrass
State.
Forty minutes, though, was all Kentucky could
take. In overtime, Louisville simply dominated the
contest and ran away with an 80411 victory in the
NCAA Mideast Region final. The victory carried
the prize of a trip to Albuquerque. N.M. and the
Final Four and, perhaps more unportantly to the
fans though certainly not the players, bragging
rights for maybe another 24 years
'Ito overtime was kind of spectacular," said victorious Louisville Coach Denny Crurn It was one
of thole things you can't explain."
Even the Tennessee faithful among the 12,4119 peopie who jammed Into Stokely Center knew
something special was about to happen even before
the game was to be viewed before a national television audience.
Cheerleaders and mascots from both schools join-

ed hands at center-court while the UK band played
"My Old Kentucky Home "With everyone standing
— and more quietly than for the National Anthem
the emotion reached an almost unbearable level
with the familiar."Weep no more my lady "

ponents even minute of ever)- saint. In the tirst
half. Kentucky played as if the press wasn't even
there, committing only four turnovers and two of
those on charging calls
At halftime. Crum called for the 2-benial press,
where the ball is allowed in bounds, but the
defenders make sure It is to one of the big men. unfamiliar with the intricacies of ball-handling
The • 21)." as it is known. A.111100 much for Kentucky
"I thought our 2-Denial was the big difference in
the game... said Rodney MCCray
"It was very effective.- Master concurred 'As
the game gets tight. you're more liable to be think
mg about what can happen rather than lust reacting. The forced us into that '•

The Wildcats, sparked predictably by its trio of
seniors, ran out to an early lead and had the Cardinals down 23-10 almost before the Kentucky fans
had a chance to take their seats
Dirk Minniefield hit a layup. Jim Master bombed
one, Derrick Hord. back from his mysterious vacation late in the season, popped in three baskets
Louisville, struggling, called time out after
Charles Hurt's basket gave Kentucky its 13-point
lead Slowly, the Cardinals began to play

It also made a seven-point game into a one-point
game when Milt Wagner converted one of those tur•
novers into Li up with 12 20 remaining in regula
tion to cut Kentucky 's lead to 49-48
Moments later, a sun:lar play by. Itant•aster 1:or•
don gave 1 Annsville its first lead It WaS
propnate I ;onion scored 24 points am! w as named
the Most Outstanding Player in the Mideast tourna
ment

By halftime, the deficit was only 37-30
"I told our players I thought Kentucky played as
well as they could play in the first half and we were
only down seven." said Crum
He also said something else Louisville. as it has
since Crum took the job 12 years ago, presses its op-

It was tordon who scored a layup off a break to
give LOUISVIIIC a 62-60 lead siith pills eight seconds
remaining
Master answered at the butter with a soft 12
footer that sent the game into its final moments An
overtime lasts five minutes. but the rest of the
game didn't

1 he game's play -by-play showed what
happeneo
then
t;ordon. 10-baseline left 6442
i:ortIon. 8 after turnover 6642
Jones. ft-1&I-made 2 6842
Wagner. lay-up 70-62
Wagner-ft -ISO-made 2 72-62
Wagner. dunk from fast break 7442
Wagner-ft-l& l-made 2 76-62
The 4;ame was over The Press had worked. The
Victory belonged to Louisville The Loss belonged
to Kentucky
But no one was ashamed No one gloated Respect
had been earned on both sides
It had not been. as Charles Hurt noted, a war or
something • •
..At tunes out there, we knew this game would
probably go down in history .•• said Scooter Mc-('ray
It was the type of game players grow up thinking about playing in,- said Muunefield
it .IS .1 super ball club that beat us,- praised
Kentuck) ('oath Joe B Hall • I wish them the best
of luc k in the Final Four I think they're the best
team in the Louritr!,.
For 40 minutes. the teams battled on even terms
int.
) the overtime spoiled what was a perfect contest
1 hope that's what everybody remembers," said
Master
.It s too bad we can't all go to the finals.- said
'ruin
'I think the people of Kentucky can be proud of
both teams.- S.1111 Master

NCAA reduced to Final Four: U of L, Houston, Georgia, NC State

By The Associated Press
The Houston Cougars
team lost a basketball
game way back in
December to Virginia in
Tokyo — and it seems as
if they've been making
everyone pay for it since.
Playing as well as they
have been all season, in
Coach Guy Lewis'
estimation, the nation's
top-ranked team rolled
Into the Final Four of the
NCAA playoffs with a
clinical 89-71 rout of
Villanova Sunday in the
Midwest Regional final.
"They played tremendously well," said
Villanova Coach Rollie
Massimlno. 'They're the
best team we've seen all
year and (Akeem) Olajuwon is every bit as good
as Patrick Ewing," the
Georgetown All-America.
Houston's 7400t center
had 20 points, 13 rebounds
and blocked eight shots in

the contest, one of two
regional championship
games played Sunday.
Georgia upset defending
national champion North
Carolina 82-77 in the East
Regionals.
On Saturday, Louisville
won the Mideast championship by dispatching
Kentucky 8048 in overtime and North Carolina
State edged Atlantic
Coast Conference rival
Virginia 6342 in the West.
The national semifinals
will be played this Saturday in Albuquerque.
N.M., with Houston
meeting Louisville and
North Carolina State facing Georgia. The winners
will play for the NCAA
championship next Monday night.
Houston's relatively
easy victory over No. 13
Villanova, a Big East
power that tied for the
conference champion-

ship, was the Cougars.
25th straight and put their
record at a nifty 30-2.
The Cougars broke the
game open with a 16-6 run
during the first 4.39 of the
second half, climaxed by
a slam dunk by Alvin
Franklin. Houston led by
20 points, 53-33. with more
than 15 minutes to go.
Villanova, 244, could
muster only one final run,
cutting the deficit to 11,
62-51, on a basket by Ed
Pinckney. But the
Cougars regained control
with a 19-point lead in
what has become for
them a typical fashion Michael Young hit from
outside and Larry
Micheaux, who scored 30
points, made a follow shot
for a 66-51 lead.
Lewis said Olajuwon,
who led the Cougars with
21 points In their
semifinal victory over
Memphis State, is play-

ing better than ever
"These are the best
bark-to-back games he's.
had this year," said the
27-year Houston coach
While Houston was winning as expected,
Georgia's 18th-ranked
Bulldogs continued to
surprise people. The
Bulldogs had upset thirdranked St. John's 70-67 in
the regional semifinals
before their big victory
over No. 8 North Carolina
Sunday And the Bulldogs
did it with their leading
player, Terry Fair, in
foul trouble
"I was scared because
we lost Terry," said
Georgia's James Banks,
a 6-6 junior who led the
Bulldogs with 20 points
and was named the
regional's most valuable
player. "But everybody
was playing so good.
i Vern) Fleming and
(Gerald 1 Crosby were

Lincoln Federal
Super
Checking Account

playing great Terry was
a big loss, but Richard
Corhen more Bum diul us
share
Fair. the tallest
Bulldog starter at 6-7 and
the team's top- scorer.
picked up his third and
fourth personal fouls tine
second apart with 18 011
remaining
never
returned to the
because the Bullogs had
momemtum
Georgia turned the
game into a rout with a
12-2 spree and led by as
much as 15 points. 80-6:),
with 1 38 to play The Tar
Heels, 28-8, got close at
the end with some easy
baskets before tune ran
out
Georgia, which finished
in a four-way tie for
fourth in the
Southeastern Conference
and got into the NCAA
playoffs only by. winning
the SE(' tournament. has

.1 set en-game winning
streak and the 24 victories are the most in the
school's histors
The
Bulldogs. 24-9. have yet to
be beaten this season outside their cuttiferec
n e
Its a great credit to
4;eorgia." said North
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following

KY Deceased.
James H
Marsh.
Box 99. New Concord, KY Executor.
Stephen C Sanders,
Main at Seventh,
Murray, KY Attorney
Sallie Flora
Moore, 405 N 5th,
Murray, KY
Deceased. R C
Stewart, 211
Holbart, San Antonio, TX 71213 Executor
Robert 0.
Miller, 201 S 5th
St , Murray, KY At-

Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court All Claims
Against These
Estate Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date
Of Qualification
David W
Rudolph, RI 1.
Dexter, KY Deceased Joe E Rudolph.

torney
Ann P Wilson
('Ircuit Court Clerk

Ht 1, Dexter. KY
Administrator Sid
Easley
204 South
Sixth, Murray , KY
Attorney
Sarah Elizabeth
Sin( lair, lit 8. Box
8:1. Murray. KY
Der eased
David
Utley Sim lair. 1702
Farmer Avenue,
Murray KY Executor J William
Phillips, 401 A
Maple St , Murray.
KY Attorney
Nellie J
liahs.
105 South 8th, Murray, KY Deceased
Elizabeth M Bah&
105 S 8th. Murray,
K V Vie( utrix Max
W
Parker. Courthouse. Murray. KY
At
Trois V
Perry.
402'4 N First St .

LEGAL
NOTICE

A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
()Ms and Jerry K
Riley. Co Executors. Of The
Estate Of Curtis
Newsome, Deceased Exceptions To
This Settlement
Must Be Filed In
The Calloway

District Court On
Or Before April 6,

1963. The Date Of
Hearing
Ann P Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In

Murray. KY
Dei eased
Catherine Jones,
4027 N First St •
Murray. KY Ext.( utr
Overbey. 104 N
Fourth St . Murray.
K V Attorney
Mary A
Rawlings. New Concord.

The Calloway
District Court By

Ottis and Jerry

K
Riley, Co -

Executors, Of The
Estate Of Dols

ii.,...
I HAVE A NEW
PEN PAL, AUNT
FRIT,11

'

1. LAO Notice

1. Legal Notice
Newsome, Deceased. Exceptions To
This Settlement
Must Be Filed In
The Calloway
District Court On
Or Before April 6,
IWO, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settle
ment Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
Lynn Dale
Burkeen, Executor,
Of The Estate Of
Eurie Joe Burkeen,
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On
Or Before April 6,
1903, The Date Of
Hearing.
Arui P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE

A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
Mildred H. Jones.
Executrix, Of The
Estate Of
Clayborne E
Jones. Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must Be
Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
April 6, 1913, The
Date Of Hearing.
Arm P Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settle
asent Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In

The Calloway
District Court By
G eneva D
Ferguson, Executrix, Of The
Estate Of Edward
S. Ferguson. III,
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On
Or Before Apnl 6,
1913, The Date Of
Hearing

Ann P Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
COMMONWEAl.T
H OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION CABINET
DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CON-

TRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
received by the
Department of
Highways inthe
Auditorium located
on the lit Floor of
the State Office

I. Wel Notice

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
Bituminous
Surface and Milling on
Various Roads.
SEE PROPOSAL
FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION.
Bid proposals for
all pro)ects will be
available until 9:00
AM., EASTERN
STANDARD TIME,
FRIDAY. APRIL
15, 1913. at the Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid
proposals for all
projects will be
available at a cost
11 each and
of
remittance payable
to the State
Treasurer of Kentucky must accompany request
for proposals'
NON
REFUNDABLE ).
BID PROPOSAIS
ARE ISSUED ONLY TO PREQUALIFIED CON-

wAI

MAYBE
AUNT
FRITZI
IS RIGHT

YOU
601 IT
RI6HT
A6AIN

MY EARS WILL
FREEZE OFF
ON GUARD
DUTY

Jrt.l VA"

I WONDER
IF THIS OLP

LI

SOCK WOULP
WORK?

SHALL I GET 6-11M
FOR BEING OUT OF
UNIFORM oe!Wm

F Toni chefs and
flu' war -trained
eniji(wers to
mar
(rid
skrled s„...r(leoes
some of the best
people in their fields
are in the hayy
5!,c1 Mat makes
proud
(ley "e- hay y
tra (led ( ,treei
Mr- r' and
•,r)

""nrir''

beiriq
best at whet they do
but also relieve .1
ret.
bellt
,

frIrd"

'• IT

s done

4'1'

• r•••

---- KEY

AUT
PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Ky.

753-5500
Wheel Covers
Transmissions
Engines
Starters
Body Ports
Alternators
Used Tires
For all yOur hearing
contact your
needs
ONLY authorized BE
LTONE HEARING
AND DEALER serving
Calloway Co by writing
or coming in to BE
LTONE
1200 Poplar
Benton
Street
Ky
Mon Fr. 9a m lp m or
call 1 527 8463 or Wallis
Drugs at 753 1272
Novo S esiairtes?
759-4444 for an in-

spiretionol mosso,' to
brightoo yew doy.
child..'. tops 759•
444S.

Went to Learn
How to Hang
Wallpaper? Attend
our clinic, April
12,7 p.m. Cell for
reservation.

Helium Inflated
Balloons for all oc
cations Phone 436 5894
Mytar

4 IFS
ALEXAJ40Efr

/OLQ V1DEO GAME
„dal IT'S TWE POO

natural
Work
0, sepia

Beg.n 5146 Weekly
National Shaklee Pis
tr.Dufor needs two local
Persons to maii free
samples in spare time
Write Shaklee. 946
Patricia. San Antonio.
Texas 711713
Experienced body man
Apply in person South
3rd Eytended chaparei
motors Ask for Ken
Lady to live in with
Room
invalid lady
board and salary 759
1661
Management positions
tvadable at Druthers
Apply in
Restaurant
person
N EEDED IM
MEDIATELY
in this
area
Part time home
workers
540 daily
Preparing
possible
envelopes
no e
per,ence necessary
Vir , te
R 12
UHG
Bowling Green
B lilt
Kentucky 41101

SUMMER JOBS
Will consider
college students
and College bound
graduating HS
Seniors. Work
longer hours,
Work away from
Murray area
S2001250 per
week. For interview appoiatment
Coll 753-3316
between 6 PM and
10 PM through
March 30th.
N UCLEAR
TECHNICIANS
Trainees needed .m
mediateiy for unique
program
ideal can
didate will possess high
school diploma with
above average math
and physics grades
Program offers 30 days
.acation with pay, all
medical care. (waren.
teed salary and bonus of
52 000 upon completion
Following
of training
qualifications must be
met (no exceptions)
1 rnales only, 2117 24
rears old. 31valid high
sch001 diploma gradu
ate. 4lbe willing to
relocate
Phone toll
la m
free, Mon Wed
2p m . 1 800 7311 SSW
PROCESS MAIL AT
$75 per hun
HOME
dred' No experience
full
time Start
Part or
immediately
Details
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R 1.520. P0 Box 45.
Stuart, FL 33495
Wanted. someone to
stay with elderly lady in
Murray Night shift and
d ay shift, n o
housekeeping required
Please response to P 0.
Box 630, Murray Ky
References required

9. Situation Wanted
Grandmother
babysit. St per
753 4156
Position Wanted
perienced in
Secretarial skills
excellent referrals
past employers
recently moved
area permanently
1154

Bel Air
Decor Store

(,)
I

I'M DEFSNOiNG
AGAINST !Vit. ALIEN
WHO Araf
TRYING TO
CONQUER
THE EARTH

in
d

Help Wanted

Tow cwwwirroc.,
how ow Salw D.
bo or ow
how ö 311 PM to tell P
so ui. heatoleys.
Worsillor owl
11111008113, OLOSMOOKI,
PONTIAC,(AMA(
1406 W. Make

THIS t9 TURNING OUT
TO BE A DECENT MONCAA
FOR A CHANGE

'

tone
CA5711' STUDIO

Murray,
42071

c quo ...wreaker/

'OM soloed 1144•Are Syn•C•1141

color
•Itite

Navy know-how.

IM

it(

restotr

k's working for America

Ken Holland numbered
prints with number for
Arens
future prints
idler w th pusher blade
Used aPProf 5 hr Call
753 0790

end

W.
reloo(h

TRACTORS

CALLO WAY MARSHALL
COUNTIES
Bituminous Surface
on Various Roads.
SEE PROPOSAL

HERE 5 OUR PELiCAN 7
i5 REAC'', TO
u./HERE 5 CHUCK
AN:- THE rEjCAN COSTUME 7!

Copy
1,41n

Specimen proposals
for all pro)ects will
be available to all
interested parties
at a cost of 1 each
NON
(
REFUNDABLE )
Specimen proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

1. Notice

9.Shut.Wanted

•

SIP OR IS IMMISS,

_
-4"

I. Help *anted

2. Witt

FOR ADDMONAL
INFORMATION.

B uilding.
Frankfort, Kentucky. untIl 10:00
A.M.. Eastern Standard Time on the 15
day of APRIL, 1963.
at which time bids
will be publicly
opened and read
forthe improvement of:
SSP GR 13 0000001,

OK, NANCY,
BUT DON'T
OVERDO IT IN
YOUR FIRST
LETTER
— I

I'M GOING TO MAKE
HER MY BEST,
CLOSEST FRIEND
OF ALL r
TIME

NV 3E 10 MO

VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
POST
Western •II
English Tack Apparel, this and
soak repair.
Olympic Men
Rows:
o 1O-S
Sea. 9-S

I ToltS 19
L
R'er

NT
.4.CHAP*.PAPS.
A994TAI4 T.
IS OMR

nem

2 been Needles
1 hoer /WC
Trollied

tutor

inferisslion Pais
161442-3174.

will
hour
Ex
all
Have
from
HaVe
into
759

Want lady to DabvIrt 17
month old in my horn*
in Alrno
Must have
references, no smokers
Otos* Call 753 5037

It Business Opportunity
MINIATURE GOLF
COURSES
Del
in 3
days. outdoors or in
doors Price 11.3.900 up
Financing available
LOMMA EN
TERPRISES. Scranton.
PA
18505
Tel
1717/
1443559

14. Want to Buy
WANTED
Glass and
Pottery madt in the
19217's. 30's and 40'S
Buying for resale De
pression glass. Fosto
ria. C•mdridge. Fiesta.
Jewell Tea. Blurt Ridge.
Fenton. unusual glass
items 502 492 e222

15. Articles for Salt
Diamond engagement
and wedding band set,
wedding dress and veil,
size 10 489 2658
For sale, ladies' i44 cf
diamond solitaire
Ilk
White gold. 6 prong
mounting
Valued at
1695
Selling for WO
Certificate of appraisal
available 753 3242 after
7p m

Home Furnishings
3 Ton Central Air
conditioner, utility
Pole, 200 Amp Pimp(
and Breaker. Call 636
5894
Green couch and chair
489 2651
Sears electric stove.
5125 Refrigerator, $100
Both coppertone color.
Frigidaire washer,
harvest gold, $75 All 111
good condition 753 2813
after SO m

19. Farm Equipment
IN Ford. new engine. 2
12 inch plows, new
double disc and
cultivator. 53.500
Call
753 1781
A Farmall Repainted
Plow, OISC cultivator
belly mower, $2250 Call
753 0017 after 4 30
Tillers Rear Tine
Briggs and Stratton
engines, chain drive. 3
forward speeds and
reverse 5 hp $499 99,
3599 99
Wallin
Pip
Hardware Paris
Tractor tires, new and
Kough Equipused
ment 382 2207
Used 2 Row Ford Plan
ter. nice Stokes Trac
tor. Industrial Rd 1531319.

21. Musical
Used Spinet Piano.
Assume payments with
approved credit.
Paris,
Leach's Music
901 642 6463 or
Tenn
642 9271

24. Miscellaneous
Alum Boat, like
14 ft
new with IS hp Johnson
and trailer I hp riding
mower
Magnavox
New
Stereo Console
GirIS 3 speed bike New
motorcycle and helmet.
171 8856
1973 10'450' office
trailer, complete with 2
air conditioners, electric heat and tie downs
759 1075
DO IT YOURSELF We
have plans for building
decks and treated lum
ter to build thern. We
will give you a package
price upon request. We
also have 4- treated
flooring for porch
Hoofs
Call Murray
Lumber Co. 104 Maple.
7333161
Firewood. $22.50 a rick.
Call 753 PSI after 51:0.m
For sale aped Walnut
lumber. 3.000 sp. It For
information call 801.6423720
SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call Jonn
Rover, 753 03311

PLANTS
Hybrid T-Roses
Most popular varieties; Climbers, AllAmericans.

Bedding Pleats
Broccoli
Tomatoes

Cobboge
Cauliflower

Perennial Bibs
Connos
Hostas

Clematis

Gladiolus
Colodium

loss Laiscapieg
107 Norti 12%

*army, KT.

vimmemumimmomemiar
CHEMICAL OPERATOR
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp. has immediate opening for one or two
operators. Applicants must have
minimum of a high school education with
college chemistry or chemical plant experience desirable.
Apply between hours of 9:00 a.m. and
3:00 p.m. at

VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORP.
EAST PENNY ROAD
MURRAY, KY.

.A

1'4E4 13 THE NI.161161

ULMER & TINEN, Mendes. Mardi IS. 1163

NII IE
2t Miscellaneous
Marine Batteries
IFS
CCA. 13999 exchange
SOO CCA. 1149 99 ex
change
Trolling Bat
Wises 27 series 105
amp
$51 99
Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Martin Houses
6
rooms. $n99 12 rooms,
833 99 11 rooms. $4199
74 rOOmS. $3199 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Satellite Receiver
System. completely in
stalled and ready to
watch over 50 channels
This is a -top of tne
line" system, $2 950 We
have Murray re
ferences
Call SO2 676
3983 or SO2 238 5719
Seasoned oak and
$25
hickory firewood
rick. delivered and
slacked 753 3476
Stretch your dollars.
Clothes for men.
women, children, used
furniture
Dixie Duds
Resale Shop. 314
Walnut. Fulton Next to
Open
Post Office
Saturday
Tuesday
10 30 5 00
Swimming Pool Sale
For sale 1982 and Bank
Repo Deck Pool Save
75 percent to SO percent
Complete with filter
Special
15•24' Deck
Pool $999 Call 502 966
4156 Collect. Ask for
Dean.
Tillers, Shp chain drive,
87i99S and Stratton
Wallin
engine. 8269119
Hardware. Paris

114/0 1980 Hotly Park 2
bedrooms. 1 3 6•Th
furnished Or un
furnished Call 753 7370
197S Lawrence 12:60
underpinned 753 aissa
The lucky buyer who
gets 51111 one might as
well be you' Three
bedroom. 1'3 bath
mobile home, one acre
of land and two bay
eared* all for less than
$20.000
Add that to
within three milts of
Murray and your dream
comes true
Roberts
Realty. 753 1651
Trailer and lot, 2 bell
room, 1'3 batn, partly
furnished, extra nice.
miles east of Murray
Cali 753 0457 after 59 m
Two bedroom trailer
12x 50 storage shed. 197 1
model on 150.100 ft lot
on Ky lake gas. eler
tric. phone, no well
87.500 4302113

2 Bedroom duplex with
carport on Stadium
View Drive, centra
heat and air. all 410
piiances carpeted. de
00sit required, no pets
Call 733 1791 after Sc m
Duplex apartment
1
work from AIISU Cam
Cali
$135 month
Pus
753 2489 or 733 1914„
Furnished efficiency
apt for I person in
quire at 100 S
131h
Street
Furnished Apt 1 or 2
Zimmerman
bedroom
Apartments South 16th
753 6609
One bedroom furnished
apt
2 blocks from
hospital adults no pets
lease and deposit re
(wired
Call 753 9708
after ift m
One bedroom furnished
apt 121 North next to
Fairgrounds
no pets
753 3139
One or__ two bedroom
opts . near downtown
Murray
733 1109
762
isaSO or 436 2844
Two bedroom. quiet
couple. no pets. central
air, heat pump
WO/month 492 1634

New carpet 2 bedroom
1 oath, 2 miles east of
Murray. deposit re
quired 419 2763
Small Trailer, Blood
River Subd near New
Concord. all electric
300 ft from water. $60 a
month 436 MI
Trailer for rent
See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court
Two bedroom 12.60
located 5 miles north of
Murray. $140 month
plus deposit Call 753
441

411=1111M111
,

Istsineas, form sod attar
Wynn 1114 Popo awn, /St 1415

p.Apts.For Rent

N. Mobile Home Rentals

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE
lien preparing tadivellowl,

V.Mobile Home Sales

30. Business Rentals
Ideal location for
retail business or
feSsional office use
per month Contact
Kopperud, 753 1222.

any
pro
$250
Bill

33. Rooms* Rent

'1.00
1.20

2 Sausage and Biscuits
2 Country Horn Biscwits
Cal is

sad 'ea.

753-1632R
6 a.m.- 2 P•••

UdV
• IS
Downtown

Mon.-Fri.

$29.95

NO Instellation•Plug into wall outlet
NO powders, spreys•No noise or odors
NO berafel chimicels•Won't harm pets,
plants, etc.
NO batteries or maintenance

Cockatiels. fame birds.
4 months old
436 7318
between 70 m 10p.m

43. Real Estate
Pardon & Therniat
Inserence
Reel Estate
Swetliside Cowl Sq.
Newsy, Kositecky
753-4451

soa, 7es•,45

Prestige Dem 753 5775
Mom lard 757 31114
14411sa Nein 419 72414
lassups 753 7417

Oer interest in you
pays eft.
A arrow us se sioovisavi

STROUT
REALTY

and

IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED

Oae Tem Warventy ea Portia labor

Murray Home & Auto c,,•,
Ni.

•

ay

It

Adialikik*

1112

304 N. 12th, Merry',
by.
Sales Associates,
feeling Moores

EFFECTIVE USE:
Reaches, Hoes, Hying Insects
Crickets
45 DAY FULL REFUND

tine

Fell

associates

isles

uremia.

phones
MML kW,
Therm 1601
Mrs letswirt1

7s 7211
MI T121
511311

kr Seam
Lisa ItspartI

7S17477

44 LO1S for Sale
Three beautitui
lake
view ICITS in Lakeway
Shores Complete with
water and septic tank
Totals approx ,mateiy
acre. SS 000
753 0778
alter Sp m

M. Homesfor Sale

ULTRA-SONIC
APPLIANCE
DESIGNED TO GET
"BUGS-OUT"
"Bugs-Out"
$29.95

CoovembeaCe.

37. Livestock Supplies

Oauala•• C•L1.01/9A1.
legAa.r.

"BUG-OUT"

weds

Appeietweists

for yew.

Beautifully remodeled 2
bedroom unfurnished
home, $250 per month
rent. 8200 deposit Call
753 91129
1 bath
Two bedroom
So 10th Street. deposit
required 489 2763

34. Houses for Rent

N.Pets-Supplies

1 Egg, 1 Sausage pettie or 2 Strips of
994
Bacon with Biscvits and gravy

ga
fAR t
eM
im

1 0 0 Acres
some
wooded. some tillable.
creek and fencing. $35
000 901 247 3764_
IIIAcres -a- p
proximately 38 acres
cultivated rest in tom
ber and wood 17 miles
from MSU.
miles
friim Ken Lake Older
Farmhouse presently
rented
permanent .va
ter for Cattle WV per
acre
Call 7330535 or
write Box 566. Murray
II )

Girls rooms for rent
One block from Un
'versify Call 759 95110 or
753 1812

SILVER PRI

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

51 Services Offered

45. Farms for Sale

150 lbs Yorkshire Boar,
$123 436 2124
Mint
Ser
Joyce Noel s Tax
AT STUD
1 Arabian
vice
Prices start at
Wareham's'
Stallions. your choice '2
57 SO for short forms No
Spews
Storeys
waiting
copies made
old Egypian or Serafix
For Rent
Breeding
Ron Talent.
on the spot and ready to
mail 489 2440
733 9894
753-47511
DON'T BUY JUST
21. Mobile Home Sales
ANOTHER BULL BUY
A KENTUCKY PER
12x65 with 12x8 hying 32. Apts. For Rent
FORMANCE TESTED
room elftenSIOrl. two -------bedroom. 1 1 2 bath, Two bedroom garage BULL. 53 Angus. Be
wood or gas heat, patio. apt SlSOimonth plus efmaster, Polled
Hereford offered Fri
underpinning, and ser
deposit, walking dos
day, March 18. 12 noon
15.800 492
vice pole
tance to University
CST. UK Research
759 LW
11865.
Education Center,
Princeton, KY and 117
Angus, Ankina. Bran
9uS. Charolais. Chian
GoW
Silver
gus, Chianina. Limou
Nisei
sin. Polled Hereford.
Closed
Red Angus. Simmenfal
Yesterday
412.00 Yesterday
10.42
offered Saturday April
Opessed Today 409.00 Opened
10.30
2, 11 000 m
EST
Dews
3.00 Dews
.12
Bluegrass II Stockyards.
L exington. KY
Cosponsored UK
Compliments of.
K BCA
CONTACT
We buy Goid
Silver
CHENE T TE 606/237
GOLD /I, SILVER and Diamonds
7314, BASTIN 606/276
4203 OR YOUR
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours 10 8 Doily
COUNTY AGENT
12 5 Sunday
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Two registered Angus
Bulls. age 10 and 11
months Call 437 4365

DAILY GOLD

4.Real Estate
•

Gest to Coast
lloyere from Everywhere
loroise Skew I 9•4
1912 Callweew land
Marram,lositaaly 47171
(517)753 11114
Asy1110.0
N1Mt MOM
bee*
Useiesel

A pleasantly un
traditional facade
which captures a full
measure of warmth Its
exterior appeal results
from a Symphony Of
Such features as the
attractive window de
tailing
cypress stone
glass exterior snugly
setting in trees Ai
around The floor plan
has much to re
commend this design tc
the family whose re
guirements include
'Ormel and informal
living areas There is a
exceptional amount or
livability in the
fireplace area work
island in the kitchen
raised family room.
secluded study
rough
riewned beams. tens
gees hide away
and
sheltered clerk Call us
now and go with us at
Century 71 Loretta Jobs
Realtors to see this for
yOur family
BECAUSE CHILDREN
GROW
and houses
don't here is a spacious
four bedroom home
with an exciting patio
where you'll enioy
everything from family
breakfasts to fancy
party dinners priced
for you in the 40's Only
value like this in town.
don't miss out on this
one at Century 11
7Lsore1Ta
3 11n Jobs Realtors

Three bedroom 7 bath
home on 1 1 acre lot •n
gooa location
Has
heatpump and wood
Heated
burning stove
and paneled workshop
Only 5,46 so) Call Spa,'"
Realty Assoc 733 7724
Trree bedroom pr
gas heal Or conoitio
carpet
n r
doshw•sher
hookup
range
carport
work
I
deep well
shop
$39 30C
acres on 94E
753 1091
Two plus bedroom
frame home on 7 acres
Pr re right at $17000 tc
ni.les north
Cali 753
1892

4.Auto Services
Van Interior A
cessories
blue benc r
sea t and ts,gh back
Oc factor
swivel
20
dr nit tray
table
753 096?
'

The 112 block ad for yard soles

is 'mood to 4

items.

1966 Chevy impala
very good c ondition
p s
air
good 1,res
Pb360 759 MS _
.
1970 Camaro
350 en
gine
keystone
bin, 6
wheels
searp
Sl 100
753 6311
1975 Ford F lite $130
Cot 753 7571 Alter Op m
197 7 Chevy Nova a 000
tual miles e•(ellent
'ondition I owner 13)
876.4
1977 Datum 200 SA
S
speed
air
AM FM
,assette stereo
38 000
nniies new tires excel
lent condit,on Between
8 Sp m
152 0465 After
op m 153 1580
19/7 Olds Cutlass good
cond.I.On
AM FM
I
track stereo tape deck
Call alter Sp m
159 4369
1971 Ford Fiesta
(Sport) 41.000 miles.
like new. Call /33 6061
Best offer
1911 Pontiac Sunbird. -6
cylinder,automatic
air. AM FM radio 739
1955 _
19/9 Chevy Station Wa
90n
9 passenger a
p s
p b. automat',
excellent condition. 13
SOO or best offer Call
753 9367 after Sp m_
•
1910 Pontiac Piloenii.. -1
owner
local. 26.000
miles PS. pb
air
cruise. tilt
AM FM
/S3 0491
1911 Chevette I crlin
der, automatic. excel
lent condition 759 '935

From the road or from
SO. Used Trucks
within, you'll be im
pressed Split rail firm
1973 Chevrolet picky()
ing frames the be
Call 733 0403
autifully landscaped l'
1973 Chevrolet Window
acre lot and stately
Van long wheel base
room brick home Walk
in closets, marble 753 4$37
baths, top quality 1973 International
workmanship ano Travel All good condi
materials are sure tc tion Consider trade tor
23 hp or larger electric
Please the most MI
outboard motor
cerning buyer
Priced Start
436 nut
at MO 000
Call KOP
1977 XL T Ford Courier
PERUD REALTY 753
Pick up
automatic
IM
1
et into the swing of long wheel base
spring and call for an owner 7533303
appointment to See this
53 Services Offered
Wanly built three bed
rOom, two bath home
Beauty. convenience. APPLIANCE SER
Kenmore
sparkling clean, and VICE
features a family room. W est ingIsCius
Whirlpool
21 years
fireplace with wood
experience
Parts and
stove, separate living
Hopper
Service
Bobby
room, heat pump air
control System and Bob's Appliance Silt*
5111 St
Offered in the tow sews vice 202 S
7 5 3 1172
75) 61116
with an assumable loan
C•11 . 000PPE R U0 (home
REALTY 753 int.
New Listing! Good
older Wile on Poplar
noble 1144641 &wiws.
Street 2 bedrooms and
sollerplesimg serfs ••81•4,
Garage
large kitchen
einiuma poles Amman.* a
and Stara*, Building
iorpets NINO and Meek
Only 123.000 Good buy
Mai Gievia 113 1173
Spann
Call
Realty As
toe 753 7/24

SERVICE
FEATURING:
'Mowing
•Weed Control
*Fertilizing
*Seeding
*Hedging
*Trimming
*Minor Landscaping

for $10.00

PLEASE PJAIEMSER TO CALL BY 11 A.M. for the
following days publication. We carom assure
if you deal cell on tints

Mower srloc Ouer•
10 sr% e.pe,
'51 760C

• antat.ors Dad

CLEAN

INg

Low

A lonsinetni and Yiny'
Wine es%d Alonsinow

PL0
LAWN SERVICE
11.411ipa

BAILEY'S CARPET

41h

It

rim for ail bosses
stops

is•

Los
Rotes
Satisfied Releirn,es
Free Estimates
7)9 Iv1,1

*otitis
Jock Glover

'
,
Si. he. i1.at•16.

733 1173

436 2997
•

I A,p
0. •
sand ',me
• iNorlAr
L 3A

Service Cs
iliSiaol twit siloet
c15115 U i• work
Estriates Ciii 11111
ili IS34113
Aimless

•••••

• 16e

oe
mest.

.•

r•-• •

.
•

'AC,
7 1^

4545
Or

C•i

TON

it 737,
plow

,1
re,ives.it, ••
4A,klenS .15
rale% Call 75a

*r

vy01.
Ar I
•••1,1 .01:11

,
,

ROSS
ROOFING

P.

roofing
All
types
local references Frye
Estimates

sod'

All

guaranteed
753 6581
759 1159.

Dots
nights

•

•

•

LIME
lielifinq end custom
Speeding
lobby Mohler

Roof
Problems?

/S3.6692

r

••••

vile
•ob

tor

c-

e seconit1 opinion

0911

Get

C 004'WA.
•
b 3 A.
C.1 7, o^s

Free

.1 ,

1, 0' 15
5 r•

tleo•A'a%

rn
,11,,l'e% I i
ery'e
•
1.),

,riur

,1.

r`.1,
%
'CI ;II:

1••,1•••

a.

Lt`lcn

Nto51 Ovtleind
739.171$ 759 1135

'1 I Si

%., P.%

1.1
r•••

Estimates
Ex
cellent references
Cell

6
''
'S

•,4.0.

i

.„.

Harmon

and Malone
•-• .1 101.114
le orn 410,
.• •
V•/13
cre
r•
'Si 5881 I bi- -2'
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Turn Left Off Exit 2
Purchase Pkwy. Fulton Ky.
Register for oak library
table to be given away
April 15, 1983. We do
stripping, refinishing,small
and major repairs. All furniture insured from pickup
to delivery.
Free phone estimates.
All refinishing done by
hand.

(,(minzelnrs

502-472-1810

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Kandy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
if it's with wel
ps, plianibi
electric, then
vs the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 1
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Moan 7535351/7535352
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Sees!' hosinoss
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NEATING AND All
CONDITIONING INC

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Estimates
Steens or
Quick
Dry Cleaning
Ilybeletery Cleanest
7534827
Fria*

The cost of your od per dry is $5.00 or 2 days
We will run your ad on Channel 13 Cablovision
for $2.50 per day. h will opposer every hour.
(20
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YARD SALE TIME IS HERE!!!!!

11 A.M. THE DAY BEFORE YOU WANT
YOUR YARD SALE TO APPEAR!
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It's time to start spring cloarung I tem to start thtnking of the SUSS
you cart earn for your no loner needed rtems by havirtg a yard selel
Think ahead Call our office by
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FREE
ESTIMATES

Call Now
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Revival services to be at North Fork church

OBITUARIES
Joe R. Miller's Charlie Marr
rites Sunday funeral rites
sers ices for Joe Rob
Miller were Sunday at
2 30 p.m. in the chapel of
J H Churchill Funeral
Home
The Rev
Heyward Roberts and the
Rev G T Moody officiated Mrs Sue Miller
was organist
Active pallbearers
were Glynn Williams,
Billie Ray Roberts. Joe
Hosiford. Newt Warn,
Freddie Owen and Hill
Miller
Honorary pallbearers
w ere Carl Murphy.
James Jeffrey . Frank
Roberts. TOT Inly Patterson. Martin Bailey. Jr .
Milton Walston. Bob Randolph. Jimmy Anderson
and B01)11111
Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens
Mr Miller. 51. 1668
Calloway Ave . died Friday at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis.
Tenn , where he had been
hospitalized since the
first of January
He is survived by his
fiance. Jane Buchanan:
mot her . Mrs
one (laughter.
Mrs Carl !Pattie!
Hosford. two sons,
(iregiiry Steven Miller
and Jeffrey. Rob Miller:
one brother. Jilifies
Stiller

on Saturday
Final rites for Charlie
S. Marr were Saturday at
10 a.m in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
R J Burpoe officiated.
Music was by Grace Baptat Church Choir with
Leland Peeler as director
and Dwane Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers were
Rudolph Smith. Kelly
Burton, Wendell AUbritten. Tom Crowell,
Freeman Willoughby and
Barber G. McCuiston.
Burial was in Mc('uiston Cemetery.
Mr Marr, Si. 730 Nash
l)r. died Thursday at
4 19 pm. at Westview
Nursing Home
He is survived by one
son. Charlie Fox Marr
and wife. Anita. son-inlaw, Kum Sniith, one
sister, Mrs Eula McCuiston = two grandchildren, Miss Stephanie
Marr and Don Smith and
wife, Domul, two greatgrandchildren, Debbra
Puckett and Daysha
Smith: grpat-grandson.
Derrik

Funeral today at church for E.J. Haverstock
The funeral for E.J.
Haverstock is today at 2
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.
and the Rev. Jimmy
Stubbs are officiating
Mrs. Bea Farrell is
organist.
Pallbearers are E.1..
(Red, Howe, Gail Cordrey. Albert Crider.
Robert Moyer. Ben
Grogan and Kirk
Haverstock.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery
with arrangements by.
J H Churchill Funeral
Home.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the First
United Methodist Church.
Murray. American
Cancer Society or First
Congregational Church at
Mansfield. Ohio
Mr. Haverstock, 61,
1201 Crestwood, died Friday at 11 55 pm at his
home
He was a vice president
of The Tappan Co past
member of the Board of
Directors of Bank of Murray: officer of Murray
Chamber of Commerce,
served on Official Board
of First United Methodist

Church and of Four Sean Sullivan Haverstock
Rivers Boy Scout Coun- and Alaina Leigh
cil; and was a member of Haverstock
Murray Country Club and
Murray Rotary Club
Born April 4. 1921. in
York, Pa . he was the son
of the late Elmer

1.0. Hollis'
rites today
at Newbern

The funeral for J.0
Hollis was today at 10
a m us the chapel of
Johnson Funeral Home.
Newbern. Tenn Burial
was in Highland
Memorial Gardens.
Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. Hollis, 81. retired
bookkeeper for Shuck
Motor Co., Newbern. died
Saturday at Parkview
E J Ha v erstock
Hospital. Dyersburg.
Clarence Haverstock and Tenn.
ISora Ditz Haverst(xic
Survivors are his wife,
Survivors are his wife
Mrs Vera Hollis; one
Mrs
Nancy Smith daughter. Mrs Betty
Haverstwk. to whom he Jane Moes. Hardin; one
was married on Nos fi, son. Richard T Hollis.
1543: three sons. Gary Medina. Tenn ; two
Haverstock and wife. Cm- sisters. Mrs. Evelyn
(Ia. and Van Haverstock Mays, West Helena. Ark.
and wife. Gaye. Murray. and Mrs. Vivian Geyer.
and Ronald Ilaverstock .lackson. Tenn
and wife. Sally, Pittsburg, Pa
Four surviving grandchildren are Kaylin
English Haverstock.
Ryan Smith Haverstock.

North Fork Baptist day and continuing services on Wednesday
Church will have revival through Sunday. April 3
will be the Rev Jack
Speakers for the 7 p.m Doom; on Thursday. the
▪ rvtces starting WednesRev Gary McEwen. on
Friday. the Rev Charles
Orr. and on Saturday. the
Rev. Kenneth Brewer
Pre-Easter revival ser- evening
The church pastor. the
vices will be at the
The church pastor, the Rev. James Garlon
Chestnut (;eneral Baptist Rev Jerry Bradford, in- Phelps. will speak' at the
Church starting Wednes- vites the public to attend 11 a.m and 7 p.m serd a) and continuing the services.
vices on Sunday.
through Friday
The Rev Ray McCartney of Bradford. Tenn
will be the speaker for the
services at 7 p m each

Chestnut church plans revival
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AMERICA'S LARGEST RENT-TO-OWN SYSTEM

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
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Everett Milton
funeral today

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock market

Services for I.'.''tilt
Milton are today. at 2 p in
Prices furnished by First of
Goodyear
in LeDon Chapel of Michigan, Woodman Bldg
Gulf Oil
Ridgeway Morticians, Industrial
Average
•0 58
IBM
l'ans. Tenn
J C. Penney
Burial will follow in Air Products
Jerwo
42'2 • Is
Bevel' Cemetery
Johnson& Johnson
Ashland
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Sir Milton. RI, Paris,
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

it's open house
At The Calloway County
Attorney's Office

r
SALE

t

ACRYLITE EXTERIOR LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

SUGGISTID RETAIL 170 49 GALLON

Our best quality 100% Acrylic
House %into
• Adheres to most surfaces
•Easy soap and water clean up
•White and Colors
• Durabie

$1 699
Vanessa Storey & fitting, Paschall

This Thursday we are having an Open House for the
public to see YOUR new office.
Thanks to the Calloway Fiscal Court, we have moved out of "THE DUNGEON" into more spacious offices across the hall.

INTERIOR LATEX FLAT WALL PAINT
'at washabie finish
• White ond Colors
it a;

.110 *o'er (*On UP

•

Mo• Parker, County Attorney

SUGGISTID WAIL $17 95 GALLON

$1099

INTERIOR LATEX SEMI-GLOSS
ENAMEL

SUGGISTID MAIL $111 49 GALLON

•

ri

• ,%

and foie

r es,stunt

i(jf S

$1 399

• 6 1.6-6.

"EASTER CHICKEN SALE'
Monday, March 28-Saturday, April 2

Thanks to George
Weaks, Dan Bazzell
Ralph Bogard, Gil Hopson, Clyde Hale.

Receive a chicken (fryer)for each gallon purchase.

Terry's Paint & Decorating Center
753-3321

Doweie Mite ea/ Rupert 1412 odd woe Fiaishisbg
teaches.

So Come By Thursday & See
Your New County Attorney's Office
Ativertemeariat Psi/ for By Mes Patter

Southern
States
mok
Use Southorh Stators orachashm C OS
Tralellarest Men,the oorowankert way to Ow
guilty products today. Or use these bare
cords whey accepted.
•

SPRING LAWN & GARDEN
1983
Where you get a good deal & a great deal more!
Everything you need to clip, cut, dig, dust, harrow, haul, hoe, mow, mulch, plant, prune, rake, scoop,

seed, shovel, spnnkle, till, trim, weed and water.

MI MI

ISave42%
111 or $12.55
1

IN

MI Ell

11.

1.11
'CUT OW
THE CLIPPER
VALUE
COUPON
ON PG 2

Save $50
STATESMAN

AMES'

I

1
2-hp 22-in.
3/
Self-propelled
Lawn Mower

GARDEN
TOOLS

LONGHANDLE
ROUND
POINT
SHOVEL
(NO. 15-613)

Ell

Wade 42114-33)

ONLY.17.50
FOR ALL

$100 Discount
STATESMAN
8-hp Rear-engine
Riding Lawn Mower

WELDED
BCAT/
FLAKE
(NO 18-826)

UGHT
COTTON
HOE
(NO 18-576)

'SEE CLIPPER
VALUE COUPONS
PAGE 12
ALSO INDIVIDUAL
PRICES

I

(Model 3301I-33)

Only$1.49
EACH
With
CUPPER VAWE
COUPON

GARDEN
FERTILIZER

TOMATO
I HOD

leerposea•Azalea
Food (No 304) See
psis to

S4b Tomb, Food (No

HO lose Food (No

3n)Ups cies 7

)09)sag osso

SR) Garden remoter
(No 31 1 )S4Et pop 9

PRICES ON CLIPPER VALUE COUPONS ARE GOOD THROUGH APRIL 30, 1983.
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Southern States Clipper Value
aim
SIMI Elm lam

STATESMAN 8-hp
REAR-D4GINE OWING LAWN MOWER
Einggs & Stratton engine.Electric start
with alternator. 30-in. single blade
rue discharge deck.Single level height
adjustment.5-speed transmon with
differential. Only $888.00. List price
$98800.

Model 3301-33

103-12942

L

COUPON VALID THFtU APRIL 30, 1983 mil
sum am am
um
mi

STATESMAN ROTARY TILLERS
S-he, 4-cycle Ong% & Stratton engine with rewind starter, 2-step chain
reduction drrve Clutch controls on handle 16 unbreakable selfsharpening 13 in diameter bncs 26 in tang width 11 gauge extraheavy-duty handles Sens-pneumatic tires

Model 5054-31

$417c*

3-hp Compact

103-22770

Briggs & Stratton engine with rewind starter. 3-step chain reduction
gear caw. Clutch control and throttle on handle. 10-in diameter
spring steel tines. Deluxe folding handles.6-in. poly tires.

Model $30000
5033-31

1034176e

REAR TINE TILLERS
5-hp Briggs & Stratton engine 3-step reduction to tines;
4-step reduction to wheels. Reverse direction tines. I8-in
hang width Tractor lug tread. Adjustable side Donets.

64600
505$
Model
3-31

8-hp Briggs & Stratton engine with rewind
starter.3-step reduction to tines;4step reduction to winds. %%habit speed throttle. alined transmission with reverse Independent
wheel drive ilve aide or differential drive. 9position handle Tractor tread tine

Model $108700
5083-31
1411141775

S-hp Briggs & Stratton engine with rewind starter.
Heavy duty enclosed chain drive. Throttle and clutch
on handles. Steel wheels.

5056-33$46600
14°"1
104111774

STATESMAN Lawn Tractors
*Prices may vary due to destination charges from factory

10-tip Briggs & Stratton engine.
12-vort electrical start %it?' alternator. Peerless 5-speed transaide.
Five cutting heights. 38-in deck.
Dual headlights. Combination
brace/dutch-pedal.
Model 23110.31

10-hp Briggs & Stratton engine
Electric start with alternator. 3speed transasie. Dual headlights.
36-4n deck.Combination brake/clutch pedal
101-1MS
mods' 3344-33

103-11936

'Ask tor in/ kriw plACS
Oil Nis Nos

CDS INSTALIMer RAN
-per
l expert
herepcluly models priced7pus
,Vat participating Southern Steles dealer isle on highSonnerice,
I
neechenicel senice.We hove %ewe you need Ask aboutthe Southern Stites'CDS InstilmentPion,the corwenient wayto
buy guilty preclude today. Or us them bank cards where acceptracl.

'Ask lot ow low once
Oil this him

ViS4'
1111111.11111,

STATESMAN Garden Tractors
18-hp twin cylinder Briggs & Stratton engine.
Electric start with alternator. 4-speed transaxle. 42-in. deck. 3-gal. gas tank. Disc brakes.
Combination brake/clutch pedal. Headlights.
Attachments also available.
103-12935
Model 4180-33

'Ask for our low price
on this Item

* Prices may vary due to destination charges from factory.
164p twin cylinder, vertical shaft Briggs &
Stratton engine.Peerless 23004-speed transa)cle. 44-in., 2-blade deck. Handles all single
point attachments.
Model 4166-31
103-12869

Available at participabng Southern States dealers.

=AM
Ask about Southern Sista'enduiPre CDS Instillment Plan,the
corwenient way to buy quality productt Or use these bank
tit accepted.
ca

Soterwrn States clipper viskie
EMI MI SIMI MIN =IN MIN

2 HP-22 in.
1
ATESMAN 3/
SELF
PROPELLED

Lawn Mower

19500

List Price 3245S

Model 2229-33
COUPON VALID THRU APRIL 30, 1983
mi
moo
ow
me
em

$50 OFF!
STATESMAN
3'A-hp 22-In
Sett propelled
Lawn Mover
3141ip Briggs & Stratton en
103-12916
gine Extended recoil start
Front wheel self-propelled
Height adjusters 8-4n steel ball bearing wheels Hub

All 11103
ailkily
issmoisesitibe
somdmils*ids wefta Male Ws,

3-hp, 20-in. cut
Briggs& Stratton 4(yt le criyine Ixtrrided
recoil starter Control on handle 4 4/11.14f
steel deck low profile, swirl type design
deck 1-in pots/ wheels 7 8 In ( Piro
plated handle

Model 1202-32

$155w

103-12701

ST Alt."3e-

2-hp, 22-in. cut
1
3/
Briggs & Stratton engine. Extended recoil
start. 8-in. poly wheels. Chrome folding
handles. E-Z quick height adjustment 1-3in. cutting height.

Model 1224-32

$17&"

103-12726

Statesman-22 in.
Self-Propelled Lawn Mower
Ortggs & Stratton engine Vertical pull start
Blade brake clutch Oil fill extension Rear wheel
drfve 8 in Steel wheels

Model 2226-31

103-12918

22-in. Deluxe
314-hp Briggs & Stratton 4-cycle engine
Extended recoil stall. Engine shroud.Tlvotbe control on 7/8-4n. chrome plated folding handle. 14-gauge steel mulch Taster
dedt.3600 baffle side discharge.8-in.steel
wheels vAtti hubcaps. 1-3-in height &lustros,*

ins-n

Statesman 5-hp
Rear-Engine Riding Mower
Briggs& Stratton engine Recoil start 125-in

floating deck with I ',s-rn to 3'•e-rn adjust
ment Three-speed`transmrssion with cid
ferential Single pedal for clutch and brake
Parking brake

Model 3252-33

198w

103-12710

$73000
103-12941

5 lb. Evergreen & Azalea Food
$1
4
UST PRICE

.49

'

nt
••

COMPRESSED AIR
SPRAYER
(GALVANIZED)

'2 25

rgomote max,r,u^
'<Jolt ?worded
ons rvercreens fano

size. Tanks electncally
welded. Clip holds brass extension when sprayer is not in
use. Funnel-top units have 2stage safety lock with brass
pump

No 304

51b. Evergreen &
I Azalea Food
LIST '2.25

$1

No. 140U

49

$30.00

No. 304

102-41014

COUPON VALID THRU APRIL 30, 1983

L

MI UM OM MN MIN

5% MALATHION DUST
A broad base insecticide for use on most
garden plants Also, on cattle to control
hornflieS

=II

Ell

5% SEVIN DUST
Controls broad range of insects on most
vegetables Also, ticks and fleas on dogs
and cats

5-1b.
bag

5-1b.
bag

$3.20

$3.20

102-19070

109-19250

1 QT.
HAND DUSTER
Piston type Disc
handle of peston
rod is fitted with
an olliess wood

be.anng.

COMPRESSED AIR
SPRAYER
(POLYETHYLENE)
Same features as

gakenized sprayer except tank
and pump barrel

No. 593-5

$11.50

are polyethylene.
C.anying strap induded.

No. 153U

102-41002

$335°
102-41020

Epectrunf
33 PLUS
LAWN WEED KILLER
Kills more than 33 of the most troublesome kinds of lawn weeds including
dandelions,clover,chickweed and poison
IvY

PINT

$5.40

Spectradde® Pro-Home
SpectracIde®
PEST CONTROL XP
6000 LAWN & GARDEN
Fast kill Long-lasting power Contawn 1%
chazinon. Pre-mixed, reedy to use. Non-

fterninable. No strong odor.Use indoors and
out KIlls 18 Insect pests including roaches.
conKeeps on being after 4 weeks.
tainer and 42-oz. pump sprayer
/
1
2

gal.

29 oz.

$11.00 1 $3.65
10241632

10,411101

INSECT CONTROL
Ready-to-use
granular formulatlon contiring 5% diezinon. Kills
many insects
In lawn and
garden.Coves
6000 so. ft

Spectradde®
LAWN & GARDEN
INSECT CONTROL
Kills more than 105 kinds of suddng
and chewing insects that destroy
lawns, flowers, trees, shrubs and
. annoy people and pets. Fay to use
with hose-end sprayer.

qt. $15 50

12/
1
2lbs.
109-01

102-016311
102-01620

Kleen-Gro-2
FERTILIZER
(25-3-5)
214 5
wisp ga.4.0

Covers 5,000 sq ft Contains weed
killers 2,40 and mCPP to control
many broad leaf weeds Apply to
new lawns only after second or third
mowing

'

$10.95

i••••• •••11

bag

102-37227
5

Ir -rnt••••••-•••••••••••••-,

Kleen-Gro-IB
FERTILIZER
(12-7-4)

e

CIAS81111SS IJLLU
an II anti:ill
7.4
•

•

L . . . . .06,;1
. i .htil
--eIrs-_

5 lb Tomato Food

Only $1 .4'T
No. 304

Steady Gro
FERTILIZER
(26-4-6)
Covers 5,000 sq ft 6% of Nitrogen is
water insoiuble

16-b.
bag

$7.75
102-37215

Turf-Gro
FERTILIZER
(16-4-8)
Covers 5,000sq.ft.6% of Nitrogen is
water insoluble. Also has 3% caldurn,1.5% magnesium and 6% sulfur

$10.95
102-37210

102-35028

3
se
It
.

r,re

MN WM

IMM

!MI al

LIST PRICE
'2.25

FOOD
$1.49

No. 308

:

COUPON VALID THRU APRIL 30, 1983
I
mom mom mom mom mom mom emm mom mem Emil

PRODUCTS

COCOA SHELL MULCH
Use to dress beds, trees and planters Adds beauty Disc
Pleasant, rich chocolate aroma

5.00

Ho. 406
2 cu. ft.

$

102-35016

Fertilmix Potting Soil & Seed Starter
Scientifically formulated soil less mix is outstanding for all indoor
r
and seed starting Light and loose, it requires no starting fertilizer Just
add water and grow

No. 312 1 lb., 4 oz.

P40. III 3 lb.

$1.70

$3.60

1011-130311

1011-354:150

Ho. 412 2 Cu. ft_
$14.O0
102-35036

BONE MEAL
One of the best organic sources of phosphorus and also Supplies some
nitrogen The natural plant food for tulips, ins and all other bulbs Indoor
foliage plants and perennials also thrive on it It's all organic, so there's no
clanger of burning

No. 301 4 lb.

No. 401 20 lb.

$3.40

$15.85

102-33000

102-35006

DEHYDRATED SUPER MANURE
A great wey to build vital soil humus Works better than ordinary manure

You'll like the outstanding results it produces in flower and vegetable

AZALEAEVERGREEN
FOOD
(6-7-5)
foam torenter*armies,rhododendrons end 4hfergreens. Canters
chilled bonfor plant growth.Apply
In lietiselns

bog

$6.30
1411-371130

TOMATO
FOOD

T5 1b TOMATO

Ok=
e narl
$1 1•
80
102-37232

List Price
2
$.25

Gets plants off to a fast start PrOvIdes pro(
nutrit ,r) f
maximum flowenng and large tasty huit Twx)feedings Are e,),,tpiP
mr , 1
for entire season Satisfies heaw feeding
produces solid fruit with a minumum of y,king

Covers 5,000sq ft Contains Balan to
control crabgrass Apply before weed
seeds germinate Grass seed can be
applied 6 weeksafter applying tOcen
Gro 1B

20-lb.
bag.

• NI

l$19
CO
rd
.er

40 lb.

411.00 102-35047

HYDRATED LIME
Horticultural grade is much faster acting than ground limestone Use
Indoors or out to indease efficiency of fertilizers, promote beneficial
bacterial growIti and reduce acidity of soil for plants that thrive one
hieter pH level.

No. 303
14b. bog

2.40

10,33040

4.*ORTHO Products
ITN= •
WHI)46011
asivasUsai
Ube

(I)

WEED-B-GON LAWN WEED KILLER

HOME PEST CONTROL RTU

• AntAini 9 4 C) and Ns( P9 two [.zroven broad ear
weed killers wipe out weeds anywhere in your kr...in
Ins' to aPPry Does not harm awn grasses when used as
,10e, ted Ore quart treats 96(X) so ft at ,extular rate

and out Kills cocicroac hes, ants
kets, spiders, carpet beetles fleas, brown dog ticks
and other listed pests Professional strength formula
Contains Duriban• insider tic ide

No. 3968
B

ORTNO

qt. $7.95

Ready to use Indoors

No. 1983 1 gal. 13.O0 102-35727

109-35510

HOME ORCHARD SPRAY
(H)

Nem
Orikert
*Rif

OntrOft Many fruit diseases such as
and scalp Also c onto.%
aPPle mierjots, Canker
morn con ulio kopanese beetle and spelt?
mite stAdely net °merle nclecl by university extension speck/0
,sts
of makes about 1O gm or i(X8 Contains 51
r mislatn.yr
5 rnettx,r, h&c.,
at>ten
Mat; purpose Woey

bitter rot. Neck rot, brown rot
,nany .nse( tS nr kitting aOhah

No. 3646
1 lb. 10 oz.

Licelient mutt} use ,nsecticide c ontrols wide range of
insects on hurts trees vegetables and orneimentals Also
controls certain livestock pests Controls fleas in animal
quarters lawns and oubide dwellings 1 pt makes 64
gal spray at 1 tsp gal rate

No. 1641
11.00

pt. $7•95

102-35720

102-35762

(C) UQUID SEVIN
.‘

MALATHION 50 INSECT SPRAY

(I)

moth ksnae bag
woirrri plus many other insects Iasy to measure mixes
reedify with water C ontarrri 27% sevin One pint makes
Asfdat teSe OeetleS, irT.,SY

BRUSH-B-GON BRUSH KILLER
kills woody plants and Ants such as pOtSOn oak, poison

willows, oak, wild blsckberries and many others
t onornical Good coverage 1 qt mattes 8 gal of Spray

qrsi Wiley

(F)

Ho. 4327 qt. $13.00 102-35542

No. 1800 1 pt. $6.95 102-35840
ORTHO-KLOR 44 CHLORDANE SPRAY

(J)

Rec ommended to control termites under and sound
txaidings i gal makes up to 32 gal spray to treat 64
wear feet of soil trench

No. 1834
*-941. hug
E)

multi-purpose dust controls many insects and diseases
on tornatoes, melons and certain other vegetables Use
on tomatoes up to 7 days before harvest fiasbc
squeeze duster For easy application

a oh ik,
k
"IrL.VV 102-35869

No. 3630 10 oz. 4.95 102-35750

ROSE & FLOWER INSECT KILLER
opruis treetin wehoppen stir* bugs taterrillars,
...eYte4Sies and °Met listed insects Reach to use no
lint acting with no obiectionabie residue Apply
Wry tont throughout growing season Can alio be uked sn
greenhouses Ninety trigger sour( e appac

ONO

TOMATO VEGETABLE DUST

(K)

No. 1615 24 oz. 4.75 102-35829

TRIOX VEGETATION KILLER
Prevents plant gra."for up to one year Easy to odic*
with a ipnnideng can Cleans unwonted veletodon out
of driveways, weft, patios and fence rows One gad
treats 300 sQ R

No. 4305 1 911. $18.00 102-35540

(F) DIAZINON INSECT SPRAY
heals-use ireectiode tor lawns Ault% vegetables,ornamen.
bats end shade trees Worts east Controls rneny different
insects Economical pint makes 413 gill Wray which
covers up to 9.000 sci ft of leiven

No. 1761
Pt. bottle

$7.95

102-35812

5 lb. ROSE FOOD

Only 9.49

UST ma
'2.25

%/wet organics to produce briber* bloom aisd start* gvYart Eon•
4.1(1..1 0 pronsote haillree green Cake feed roses severe limes•rear tor best
ewer, a.,also be used for Pees mei scrubs

No. 309

102-3501

ROSE FOOD

Use these coowlent bank cards it
paredpselreg Southern Stelesdesk's.
COUPON VALID'NW APRIL 30, 1983
IM INN NEI INN NMI 11=i IMN ION

J

5 lb. GARDEN FERTILIZER

STERN'S Products

Only $1.49

LIST PRICE
$2.2.5

MIRACLE GAO FEATIUZER (15-30-15)
Aa-purpose plant food Water soSubie for instant
action

11
/
2lb.

,4.69

Based on a formula well respected by farmers, this fertilizer works
well with all vegetables and flowers A high quality, organic base
plant food
No. 311
102-35030

102-35110

SMAllern State%( hi*Or

GARDEN
FERTILIZER

INN MO MP OM OM MEM OMB mimmi

MIRACLE GO FOR TOMATOES(1S-1S-21)

5 lb. GARDEN

Ample supply of property balanced nutribon for
plant structure and quality ?rust Effective in add or
--abalone soils and in hard of soft water

11
/
2lb-

$4.69

I

102-35190

FERTILIZER

If

2.PRICE
25
U7

MIRACLE GAO UOUID PLANT F000(0-74)

No. 311

Ucaricl reacfv•to-use plant food me)cheated von
for house Owls

:

9.49

COUPON VAUD THRU APR1L. 30, 1983

mmil

OMR MI M1110 EMIR OM OM MB MIIN

8 oz.

229

102-35202

MELNOR Products QUICK FtX HOSEo

QUICK RX moss
ISPAIR IIMALE 418
DO

ausoc POE NOSE
'SPAR
MALE DO

PLASM
GUN
NOZZIJE

MAPAIR
MENDER

$1.30

$1.20

104-31857

102-31838

$8.25

$1.95
102-31859

VINYL NOSE

Belted racial con
structSon Double
relrecircedvahnt
Ion oord
year around So
lid brass cou•
Pin% 400 P0 5/8 in x 50 R.

25 R.

102-31300

$15.20

102-31120

ooll111

0,1120808 MIS Mel
ROL Hada
WARitaillf. 13 x 4
2011R silindoed 20r

$17.50

102-31700

102-32091

102-31845

$56.00

..........

BROADCAST
SPREADER
GiAganizod me ho

$48.50
102-32010

TRAILER
CART
I

puncliPOINFOOF INIORVIIRMIORC RAW

Irek 4114%. a11,41n 10144e.bacy

10cu.A. C.10*111
lWt It
atfareNalmil•
Inland dimes

No.139.50

1116-3110.0

wle handed

,XIVIE01011

10,3,111

103-22814

14-In. ELECTRIC
3}amp perminerit magnet motor Way aci
'iamb* hand grip Weighs only 5 1 / 3 lb

No. ST-40

57.00
16-in.
ELECTRK
4-4Tp motor Adsust
able handle Autornstic
*trig adverice Wesghs
only 5 3/1 lb

No.ST-40

10342816
20-in. HEAVY DUTY
GASOLINE
TRIMMER

For names work
262<c 2-cycle
crypt* Cuts 90
in sweth Aciust
able Stand grip

$65
•00

Ho. ST-100

103-22818

$160.00

NI.16

SI67.00'

urn,,p

-20

102-31290

'
111
*

102-32094

s

$7.85

YARD CART

$12
.00

10-in. ELECTRIC
tfifttverP,Atov <Ie.r
AtAornotx stirsq advent t

Ho.8-1

10114111186

4.

HOMELM STRING TRIMMERS

PC Heavy tubiiiir steel
ewe CoatedII bleedon wary enamel 8.4n
Mott valetas Speitads
Stoat

Ore

n .1)41
peat wi.14`
nst
Prws 44,e hese p

No. 9550C

$1.90

V11,0% SPRINKLER
SOAKER NOSE

w

$119.00

,

$5.45
Triple tube ises
Not Covers area
up to 25 R Flushout end caps
Weis coupon"
Soft.

Cadet 7B Wheelbanow

targe mod* ter atony VW AMIGO
waddedSo*Pasrebetweed edam Wm
KRIRRIONWINAVORAOratiolisslIA

ki

Iv
.

AT/ All

Iseksos Products Ctiego....e. Product
41.osoft awls Smogs mod= low

_

ties

, •

urn Products

MARNE
CAMPIA NOSE
woe,reinforced
Arro, FDA Med
rnstehltor &rising *miter In

No.69

140. SPS

No. 7PS

No. OPS

Water ut,
Solid brim prt

No. 420C

No. 515$

PULSATING
SPIV/4KM
'MTH SPIKE

OSCILLATING
SPRINKLER

!MASS NOZZLE

10342820

Compare Price & QualityYou'll Get A Better Deal at Southern States
Home Garden's SOIL
Disston 3IN BLADE
pH COMPUTER
P

GRASS SHEAR
No Lord-Ant ()rug in and charge overnight
6,000 cuts per minute 3Ci 40 minute con _4110
.
bnuous c Lin rvii brne See page 78, 1983

—
--_-

Ca

No.No. EGS-7

$28.99

SOIL TESTER
Fast, onenwiute test No battery
Nothing to wear out or repiace Dwec
born with pH ranges for 350 plants
including all vegetables, crops and
fruits trees See page 76, 1983(ate-

104-37261

066-14813W

16.5O

Disston
HEAVY DUTY

TEST KIT

makes 8 compete testy to, nitrogen, phosphorus, potash and
acidity information to heir) You
grow a better garden with lower
fertilizer cost Comes in dear, aN
piastic case

066-14782W

SOIL THERMOMETER

4 IN BLADE

Recorcb accurate soil temperatures
on 2'i-in dial 5,44n stern reaches
most planting depths moisture
Oroofse.aled di 9i01ws both rahreri
hen and centigrade See page 76,
1983 Catalog

GRASS SHEAR

Extra wide blade tackles beg 'obi
8,000 cuts per minute 45-55 min
utes continuous operation Cord
iess See page 78, 1983 Catalog

$7.85

EGS-HD4

4115

066-19$18W

066-63152W

21-IN.
SOIL SAMPLER

RAIN GAUGE
Simple and practical
Meinures reenteMuP to S In
Easy to install A cinch to
read You get a plastic
cortener and climb* mowsbng bracket

makes it easy to get dependable
samples Probe cuts a sod core
iiightly smaller than diameter of
b.stx This lets core rise in tube
without breakage and roes ac
curate soil profile for entire depth
or sample

$2.40

$21.25
109-3711

191-36320

CuIt-A-Eze
GARDEN CULTIVATOR
Mews unique 9 wheel design eves 84
gurtabee depth settings from 1/8 in 3 in
deep You get•Sent aitiwator, acing hoe
arid Arrow plow Tools lock firmly lightweight and strong See page 77, 19113
Catalog

No digging or trenching Just put cartridge into soil ingctor, attach garden
hose and buld an undenyounci boiler
that lob termites on contact Provides
protecbon for as long as S years without
harming vegetation 72 cartridges gives
24 linear feet of protection See page 77,
1983 Catalog

,. .:•_. .
._,...____,...

$28.75066-issoow

"Tuff Mt"
CORN
RANTER

SOIL
INJECTOR

Easy to use Durable Lets you
pert fast without stooping
Rated steel seed selector Ode
is &quotable Only 34 lb, but
ruggedly built See page 77,
19413 C.ataios

For use with termite
control klt listed
above

$14.60
$22.95
No-1n1sw
066-181109W

Seeder/Fertilizer
For
GARDEN
TRACTOR

RO-HO GARDENER
Weeds, hoes, aithaites, mulches, levels as Sot as you went to
walk 40 hoe points clash out weeds, brooks soli Into small
partIcies, conditions Isallace to absorb arid hold weter Turn K
over and S lontented shovels give deep culthebon. See pep
76, 1963 Catalog.

$54.95
061-111.361W
For truck tanners and terse home eardeners One Mell
Manisoil to proper deptk seeds, tertlezers and toms soli
war seed bed.Await/4 permits seed OCOSICIffi HOldi 44)
to IPS lb.etMew and 1 cd. of veseastiefeed Years &top
pertionit1ll0e. Sas me 77, 1943 CMOS

$230.45

TER/ATE
CONTROL KIT

OM-SUM

AmEs4auality GARDEN T

ey%

None Finer at any Price!
Premium Garden Hoe

Aluminum Grain Scoop

Shank type. 52-4n. handle. 6/
1
4-4n. x 41
/
4-in blade

47-in plasbc handle 11'1p-in x 14',-in blade

$16.50

$13.00

Ho. 18-470

No. 16-708

105-11790

105-12567

Deluxe Hedge Shears

Miracle Grass Shears

Tempered blades with forged bevels and serTations
Cushion bumper. Ash handle.

Precision ground blades Cushion grips

$11.25

$18.50

No. 23-016

14o. 23-062

105-12125

105-12141

Dig-Ezy Post Hole Digger

Pruner

Blade is 9'N in long, 5'v in wide 44-in handles
Replaceable precisoon blades Adiustable tension

$20.50

$14.00

No. 23-000

No. 17-086

105-12194

105-12767

Standard Hand Trowel

Lopper

Chrome plated blade Plastic handle
Teflon coated blades Ash handles

$2.35

$14.35

No.23421

No. 19-804

105-12135

Greensweeper
Lawn Rake

Premium Floral Hoe
Shank pattern. 48-4n. handle. 5-in x 3 3/4-In.
blade

made of tough polypropylene Sturdy Ltght
werght. One-piece construction-no metal
pert to loosen or rust 4-ft handle

$12.75

No. 15-401

103-11750

Long Handle
GRASS HOOK

3-ft handle for stand-up ease
in trimming grass from under
shrubs and hedges. Detachable blade forged from top
guilty scythe steel and tempered to keep a sharp edge
longer.

No. 19-200

SPADING
FORK
7 1/8 in.%Ade. 103/4-in
tines 8-in. ferrule. 30-4n
0 handle.

$19.50
No. 16-013

1.50

13-003 101111144

105-11945

105-11470

$7•50
105-12940

Leaf Rake
22 tempered tines Heavy spring and bar
223/4 in. wide 4-ft. handle

No. 19-361

$8.55

105-11660

Forged
BOW RAKE
14 In wide 14 teeth 5-ft handle
$

No. 111417

di6,00
105-11625

Southern States Clipper Value

Save $12.55 when you buy
all 3 Ames Garden Tools
for only $17.50
See coupon (right).
Save up to 4.80
when you buy one

UM MEM MB OMB OEM MI OEM OM MOO OM IMO OEM MEM MO OM IMO

LIAPAETGARDEN TOOLS

42%
that's
$12.55
SaveWhen
you Buy all 3for only $17.50
with Clipper Value Coupon
I

See coupons(below)

_I

Srx.01r,Sars Olopr value

•

11 1001

101111

MEE
dP

LONG-HANDLE-ROUND-POINT
SHOVEL

I

I
L

UST PRICE '9.40
105-12370

-

Pio. 15-613
105-12370

No. 15-613

$5.99

LONG-HANDLE
ROUND-POINT
SHOVEL
AMERICAN
MADE
47-in. HANDLE

UGHT COTTON HOE
SHANK PATTERN I
54 IN. HANDLE
1
4-in. I
6/
1
4-in. x 4/
BLADE
I

WELDED
BOW RAKE
14 IN. WIDE
14 TEETH
54 IN.
HANDLE
Ho. 111-126

I

No. 18-576
105-11805

105-11630

COUPON VAUD THRU APRIL 30, 1983
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AMESe HAND CIATP/ATOR

(()UPON VAIlil THRU APRIL 30 1983

GARDEN
SPADE

Chrome-pleted sted prengs. Medic
EMI NM a= II=

EMI =11
•”e!
1=0

No.1,410

11110 EMI

I=1

Chrome-pieted block fitted to pies&
handle.

UST PRICE '985

No.11401

105-11630

105-11255$2.35

(OUPONVAICITHWUAMIl 30 1983

FRONT-WIND HOSE REEL

0= OM NM MI MO EEO MO OM OM

=In

Front loading keeps hose nee*,stored
on big 174n. basket. Neel hods 130 ft.

smcw,, uotriolopelvalt
mism umm ems mom oism mimm

Si&in.garden nose.

IP

LIGHT COTTON HOE

108-31570

Ho. 18-576

$5.99
10

No.15430

30, 1983

'13.60

10542110

0010 01111 MEN OM OEM MMO OM MO MIJI

010

13.00

said point.474n.handle.Turneddep.

105-11805
APRIL

No.0412

DIG-EZY LONG-HANDLE
RCIUND-POINT SHOVEL

UST PRKE '10.80
COUPON %/Atop THRU

$11.00
105-12450

TRANSPLANTER TROWEL

/$5•99

41.

No.15417

105-11245

WELDED BOW RAKE
No. 18-826

274n.0 houlle.

$2.35

'041tC
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SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE, SIC.
Celiowey Service
Memo, Kentucky 42071

Route 8, Modell! Read
7534423 753-1424
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